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contacting an individual editor.
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Wrights, Estate Agent,
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clearly labelled ‘Stretton Focus’.
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for the following month’s edition.
If the Monday is a Bank Holiday,
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that week.
No submissions will be accepted
after the deadline unless prior
arrangements have been agreed
with the editors.
For the August issue the deadline is
Monday 5th July, at 12 noon.
For the September issue the deadline
is Monday 2nd August, at 12 noon.
The August issue will be distributed on
Friday 30th July
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July Editorial

A

s I write this it is a beautiful June day and boy, have
we been waiting for some nice seasonal weather.
And I think back to the wild days of May and how
lucky I was on the 19th when I achieved a lifetime dream
and flew in a Spitfire. The 18th had not been great, and the
20th was high winds and downpours. But the short window
on the 19th was perfect, with light winds and fair-weather
cumulus. You’ll see what I mean on page 18.
Now from someone with his head in the clouds
(according to my wife) to someone with his feet firmly on
the ground – although not always his subject matter. We
have featured the work of Terry Moore before, and we are
pleased to be able to showcase more of his brilliant wildlife
photographs, this time a selection of local birds in spring.
You can enjoy these on page 30.
I am always a fan of the local history articles in Focus
and this month we have a feature on the former Ashbrook
Farm which was located where the Carding Mill Valley
Road meets the Shrewsbury Road. This is on page 38.
Then we have a fascinating reappraisal of the history of
Brockhurst School from David Haigh on page 36.
On environmental matters, Stretton Climate Care
have sent us their piece on ‘greenwashing’: In other words,

the process of conveying
a false impression about
how a company’s products
are more environmentally
sound than they are. It
seems that despite their
grand words, this applies
to governments too –
including the UK. Find this on page 15. And while we’re on
environmental concerns, it’s great to see initiatives such as
Stretton Steadies who will host adult cycle rides at a sociable
pace allowing time to enjoy the scenery and company. Find
out more about them and how to join them on page 15.
Finally, I must give a shout-out to the CS Arts Festival.
This two-week extravaganza was one of my highlights in the
Stretton diary and I was saddened that it did not take place
in 2020 due to – well, you know. This year it is back albeit
in a much-truncated form. This year there will be three
outdoor events in Rectory Field. Plus, a full programme of
free coffee concerts and organ recitals. See more on page 24.
This is fantastic news, and I shall be at all the events – even
if the weather doesn’t play ball. Fingers crossed!
Dave Lyons, Editor

What’s On in the Strettons in July
If you wish to make contact with societies and groups, please see the list in the yellow pages
At the time of going to press, the
government’s 21st June date for Step 4 of
the government’s ‘roadmap out of lockdown’
had been delayed until July 21st, with a
review after two weeks. Please continue
to check websites or contact event/group
organisers to get the latest updates.

Christian Meditation

Experience the ancient practice of Christian
Meditation (contemplative prayer) in a small
safe group.
At the moment, we meet online only.
Please contact John Dennison 722599 or
1johndennison@gmail.com
Thursday: 8pm for 8.15pm start
Friday: 2pm for 2.15pm start

Every Thursday

With Sue Pugh. Numbers are limited, with
only a few places left.
Contact Betty Manley: 07860 447397
10.30-11.30am Westhope Village Hall

Stretton Focus

Yoga Class at SHI (term-time only)

£8 per session. Open to all. There is plenty of
room in the hall.
Call David Hedge: 07870 936889
Please note new morning start time.
10-11.30am SHI

Every Tuesday, Wednesday and
Thursday

Every Thursday and Friday

Yoga at Westhope

Every Tuesday

Walking for Health

Leaving from outside the HWBC. Small groups
only so if you are interested, please contact
Mayfair.
Tuesday/Thursday 10.30am
Wednesday 10.30/11am

Second Thursday

Marmaladies WI Virtual Meeting

We meet once a month on the second
Thursday of the month. Currently we are
using Zoom so please contact the secretary:
carol.greswell@gmail.com
or via the Marmaladies Facebook page to
get an invitation to join the Zoom meeting.
In September we hope to be back at Mayfair
having face to face meetings, with the first
one being basket weaving.
8pm via Zoom
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Weekends/Bank Holiday

The Shropshire Hills Shuttle Bus

The service will operate on weekends and
August Bank Holiday Monday, from Sat 3rd
July until Sunday 26th September.
For more Shuttle Bus information, including
timetable and route map, ticket prices,
suggested walks etc, please visit: www.
shropshirehillsshuttles.co.uk

10 Saturday

CS Library Summer Reading Challenge

The challenge is for children to read six books
over the summer holidays and this year it’s in
partnership with the WWF, making a ‘Really
Wild Time’ of it. See library article (p52) for
more details.
Continued overleaf...

Stretton Focus
Website

www.strettonfocus.co.uk
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What’s On continued
10, 17, 24, 31 Saturday

CS Ballroom & Sequence Dance Club

Come and enjoy an informal evening of dance
and socialising. All abilities welcome, with or
without a partner.
Info from Christine: 723386
8-11pm SHI

13 Tuesday

CS Garden Club Outing: Delbury Hall

Includes a guided tour of the walled and
private garden, plus tea and cake. Approx
cost per head £13. Open to all but Garden
Club members have priority if the trip is over
subscribed.
Please contact Wendy on 722844 or via email:
wendylee874@btinternet.com.
1.30-5pm

Art Exhibition at CS Library

Artwork from Much Wenlock U3A Art Group
will be available to see during library opening
hours.

19 Monday

Westhope Whist Drives

Our fortnightly whist drives begin again and
we look forward to welcoming all our whist
players back. Please bring along family and
friends who would enjoy a game of whist.
Info from Amie: 07486 414742 or Betty: 07860
447397
7.30pm Westhope Village Hall, SY7 9JL

23 Friday

‘Pub Night’ at Westhope Village Hall

Curry and a pint or drink of your choice for
£6. Come and enjoy a social evening with
a game of pool, darts, cards, dominoes.
Everyone welcome.
Info from Amie: 07486 414742 or Betty: 07860
447397
7pm Westhope Village Hall SY7 9JL

24 Saturday

Hay Meadow Festival

Scything competitions, wildlife activities,
eco tent, rural arts and crafts, music and
entertainment etc.
Tickets are £2 (child), £4 (adult), £10 (family)
in advance or £3, £5, £13 on the day. Contact
the Discovery Centre: 01588 676060
11am-6pm Shropshire Hills Discovery Centre,
Craven Arms, SY7 9RS

30 Friday

Bingo Night at Westhope

Licensed bar. Eyes down 7.30pm.
Westhope Village Hall, SY7 9JL
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Church Stretton Arts Festival Group and Venue Updates
26th July – 6th August
See main item (p24) for details of what’s on
offer and booking arrangements. A summary
follows:

26 Monday – 31 Saturday

Coffee Concerts

A week of six free concerts.
Berry’s Coffee House will provide coffee, tea
and home-made biscuits after each concert.
Proceeds to Mayfair.
10.15am St Laurence’s Church

31 Saturday

CS Bridge Club

Closed at time of going to press. Please check
the website for information:
www.bridgewebs.com/churchstretton

CS Croquet Club

We welcome anyone who would like to try
the sport. We have Tuesday ‘Club afternoons’,
competitive events and a busy social diary
too!
Contact: Fane Conant, Club Secretary, on
722610 or email fanesue@aol.com

CS Leisure Centre

HMS Pinafore

Please check with the Leisure Centre
regarding any sessions that may now be
taking place. Please ring 720051
shropshire.gov.uk/leisure-services/find-aleisure-centre/church-stretton/

Outdoor production of this Gilbert and
Sullivan operetta.
Advance booking recommended.
7pm Rectory Field

1 Sunday

CS Library

Kabantu

Library opening times may have changed from
21st June but at time of going to press, were:
Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays: 10am-4pm
(closed between 12pm and 1pm)
Saturdays: 10am-1pm
Telephone: 722535 or email us
Churchstretton.library@shropshire.gov.uk

Outdoor concert with this ‘world music’
ensemble.
Advance booking recommended.
4pm Rectory Field

2 Monday, 4 Wednesday and
6 Friday

Organ Recitals

CS School Theatre

Recitals by a selection of organists
12 noon Various venues

The School Theatre remains closed to the
general public and will re-open when it is
safe to do so.

3 Tuesday

Alice in Wonderland

A fun, musical, family version of this classic
story.
Advance booking recommended.
2pm Rectory Field

CS Stroke Support Group

With regret our meetings are cancelled for
the time being but for any information ring
Jane 01694 658027 or Hilary 01694 723419

CS Town Council

The Council can be contacted on 722113 or via
email: reception@churchstretton-tc.gov.uk
The Council is updating information
continuously on its website:
www.churchstretton-tc.gov.uk

What’s On in Early August
4 Wednesday

Outdoor Performance of Romeo & Juliet

The Three Inch Fools present
‘An inventive take on the world’s best known
love story.’ Tickets from: www.ticketsource.
co.uk/booking/t-enmorq
7pm Acton Scott Historic Working Farm

Hope Bowdler Handbell Ringers
No meetings until further notice.
Contact Ruth Jenkins: 724919

Knit and Natter at Berry’s

Meetings at Berry’s are suspended until
safe social distancing can be assured.
Please contact Liz Strachan for the latest
information: 07971 289273 or lizmegroup@
gmail.com
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What’s On continued
Ley Gardens

Community events suspended until further
notice. This includes:
• Joy Yoga/Joy Yoga Flow
• Knit and Natter
• Thursday Lunch Club

Long Mynd Camera Club

The camera club’s 2021/2022 season will
hopefully start on Wednesday 8th September.
For updates and other news, please visit the
website:
www.longmyndcameraclub.com/programme

Marches Independent Photography (MIP)
Meetings currently via Zoom. Please check
the website for updates and details of
upcoming meetings.
mip.photium.com

Mayfair/Health & Wellbeing Centre

Please see website for events and classes
open to the public. We offer our ‘Mayfair
Meals’ hot meal delivery service 365 days a
year.
Telephone: 01694 722077
Website: www.mayfaircentre.org.uk

Mayfair Lunch Club

We’ll be continuing to take lunch bookings for
Mondays and Wednesdays.
A Mayfair home-cooked main and pudding
with tea or coffee costs £10. Reservations
should be made in advance and the rule of
six/maximum of two households may still
apply in early July. To make a booking, phone
Mayfair reception on 722077

National Trust: Carding Mill Valley

CMV car park is open but has limited spaces.
Toilets are open 9.30am to 4.30pm and the
tearoom is open. Card payments only. No
events planned at present. Do check the
website for volunteering opportunities:
www.nationaltrust.org.uk/carding-mill-valleyand-the-long-mynd

RSPB South Shropshire Local Group

There will be no RSPB events until further
notice. Please check website:
www.rspbsouthshropshire.co.uk

Scrappies

We are delighted to be open with normal
shopping hours on Wednesdays (10-5),
Thursdays (10-4), Fridays (10-4) and Saturdays
(10-4) and we are enjoying being back in
the store and re-connecting with all our
customers.
Email: info@scrappies.org
Website: www.scrappies.org

Silvester Horne Institute

It is hoped that an Autumn programme of
events may start from October 2021, Covid
regulations allowing. Website:
www.silvesterhorneevents.co.uk

Shropshire Ornithological Society

Due to Covid restrictions, the Church
Stretton branch of Shropshire Ornithological
Society has cancelled all indoor meetings
until October 2021. Please check website:
strettonsos.wordpress.com

Shropshire Wildlife Trust Strettons Branch
No indoor meetings planned at present.
However, there is a series wildlife talks
that you can enjoy at home on the group’s
YouTube channel: www.youtube.com/c/
ShropshireWildlifeTrust

Stretton Cancer Care Support Group

There are no planned events at present but
we can be reached by phone on 07528 493181
or by email:
info@strettonclimatecare.org.uk

Tuesday Club

Closed until further notice.
Contact: Joy: 723687

Key to Abbreviations/Addresses:
CMV – Carding Mill Valley
CS – Church Stretton
CS Library – Church Street, SY6 6DQ Tel:
722535
CS School – Shrewsbury Rd, SY6 6EX
Tel: 722209
St. Laurence’s Church/CS Parish Centre –
Church St, SY6 6DQ
Mayfair – Mayfair Community Centre,
Easthope Rd, SY6 6BL. Tel: 722077
HWBC – Health and Well Being Centre, next
to Mayfair, SY6 6BL
Methodist Church – Watling St South, SY6
7BG
SHI – Silvester Horne Institute,
High St, SY6 6BY. Tel: c/o CS Town Council
Office 722113
URC – United Reformed Church, High St, SY6
6BY
VH – Village Hall
Contact Numbers – only numbers OUTSIDE
the CS dialling code area (01694) will include
the full number.

Meetings regretfully cancelled until further
notice. However committee members are very
willing to listen and offer support. Contact
numbers:
Lesley McIntyre 01694 723427
Rosemary Willietts 01694 722112

Parish Centre, St Laurence’s

Closed until further notice for any purpose
except for the Food Bank.
This affects WO listings:
• C.A.M.E.O. meetings
• Messy Church
• Mothers’ Union meetings
• Southern Cross Line Dance Class
• U3A Singing for Pleasure Group
Do check the website for updates:
www.strettonparish.org.uk

Stretton Focus

Stretton Climate Care Energy Advice
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For the latest community updates, consider subscribing to the excellent free community
messaging service by Rob/Sue Hill: communitymessaging@scrappies.org

Mayfair Lottery Results for May
£100

102

£50

354

£20

97

£10

342
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Mayfair News: Celebrating our Volunteers
Back in June, Volunteers’ Week 2021 was not only the perfect opportunity to thank our incredible volunteers, but to also to reflect
on the impact Covid-19 has had on our local community, and how that same local community offered support to one another.
Mayfair Volunteer Coordinator, Kate Slater, looks back.

I

n many ways, February 2020 was just a regular month
at Mayfair. I was enjoying my usual meetings with new
volunteers, giving tours of the centres and doing all the
things necessary to support the 200-plus volunteers signed
up to regularly lend a hand. We were aware of the increasing
seriousness of the Covid-19 situation, but we didn’t
experience any major changes until March.
Then, following the announcement of a nationwide
lockdown, Mayfair’s doors suddenly closed. Most of our
volunteers were asked not to come in, and staff were
directed to work from home where possible. We knew we
had an epic task ahead of us and our top priority was to
ensure the most vulnerable and isolated were supported and
given practical assistance through the crisis.
Names began to trickle in, of those offering to help,
from those who had been long-standing Mayfair volunteers,
to students and those who now found themselves on
furlough or without regular work. These people were
looking to give something back into the community during
a time of need. The trickle became a steady torrent.
Many roles that once centred on welcoming people into
our community centre became redundant, but we saw new
roles emerging, from shopping, food and meal deliveries to
dog walking and telephone befriending. While our doors
were closed to the public, Mayfair continued to answer the
call of those in need and continued to deliver hot Mayfair
Meals seven days a week.
By June 2020 we had 150 volunteers on our Covid19 list. Which was truly incredible! It was lovely to hear
from a variety of people happy to help, and I feel we have
made some long-standing connections. Many of our new
volunteers have found the experience very rewarding, with
some signing up as permanent volunteers.
With the restrictions easing from May 2021, we are
pleased to see the reopening of our Café and our Coffee
Shop, and the return of the various community activity
groups. With volunteers slowly returning to the centres, we
are optimistic that 2021 will see Mayfair steadily returning
to its former self. Though with some fresh faces in the mix!
The restrictions have meant there are many new volunteers
I am yet to meet face-to-face, and I am looking forward to
doing so, and also to have the chance to thank each and
every one in person. Volunteers have had a huge impact on
how our community has dealt with the pandemic, and to all
of them we are truly grateful. Thank you.
In their own words…
“Before lockdown I was writing
assignments and preparing for exams,
which were later cancelled. I became a
Mayfair volunteer shopping for food
at Co-op, to be delivered to those
isolating at home. Volunteering brings
me a lot of enjoyment as I like helping
to make the crisis less of a worry for
the vulnerable.” – Amy Burgoyne

6

“My work as a
complementary therapist
stopped with the introduction
of the social distancing
measures required to prevent
the spread of coronavirus. A
desire to protect the vulnerable
within the community and
increased free time led me to
volunteer with Mayfair and
offer to shop for neighbours. I
consider it a privilege to have
contributed to the community
in a small way.” – Anne Braddick
“I first started
volunteering at Mayfair
as part of my Duke of
Edinburgh’s Award in 2012,
helping with the Ring & Ride
service. Since then, I have
been involved with various
activities including supporting
fundraising events such as the
supper club evening. More
recently, at the start of the
Covid-19 pandemic, I became
involved with Mayfair Meals
and have been delivering meals to the local community once
a week since.” – Josh Sanson
“It was great when
Mayfair got in touch to say,
‘Are you OK to come back
again to help?’ I was over the
moon, because I did miss
it an awful lot: I missed the
people. Volunteering is a good
opportunity to have a go at
things you maybe wouldn’t
normally think of doing. It
gets you out of the house, and
you get to know people. You try and help a bit. And have
fun. Mayfair’s a nice, friendly place. Everybody’s nice and I
like being there and helping. It just comes down to that.” –
Kerry Keenan
In a Digital Dither?
Are you frustrated at being left behind as so much moves
online? The Digital Support Service can help.
Mayfair’s invaluable new service is aimed at you –
whether you’re a complete beginner or a competent user
wishing to expand your skills. It’s designed to provide you
with the confidence to use your phone, tablet or laptop to
access email, engage on social media or gain confidence in
using the internet. Our service is staffed by local volunteers
with many years of experience providing support on a
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one-to-one basis, tailored to meet your individual needs.
At the first appointment you will be invited to complete an
informal assessment of your skills and discuss what areas
you need help or support with. We hope to resolve most
digital dilemmas within six to seven sessions, but you will
never be rushed.
What help have you given people?
Some of the many issues we’ve tackled include:
Help to use a device gifted by family.
Support to set up booking a GP appointment online
or ordering repeat prescriptions.
Searching and switching to cheaper gas and electricity
suppliers.
Participating in family video calls.
Using social media to find friends and family.
Playing Scrabble and solitaire remotely with family
and friends.
Reading books and listening to audiobooks from
Shropshire Libraries.

Pick your own
Did you know that the
area in front of Mayfair’s
Health and Wellbeing Centre is a community garden?
Amongst the beautiful flowers of the columbine and red
campions, you’ll find seasonal vegetables, herbs and summer
strawberries, which you’re welcome to pick.

When can I come for support?
Sessions run on Monday mornings. Each session lasts 45
minutes. We hope to be able to offer sessions on Wednesday
mornings if we can get enough volunteers to help run the
service.

Do I have to own a laptop in order to attend?
Learners are asked to bring their own digital device if they
have one. This might be a portable computer, a tablet or
a mobile phone. And don’t forget to bring the appropriate
passwords and account details to access the device and your
email! For those without a laptop or tablet, we can loan you
a computer for use during the session.
How much does it cost?
There is no charge for the service but we welcome
donations. This allows us to offer the service throughout the
community.
How do I book a place?
If you’re interested in attending, please book by calling
Mayfair on 01694 722077.

Stretton Focus
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We’ve also tried to make space for nature, as Mayfair
Trustee Meg Bacon explains: “We also want to think about
our pollinators, so there are plenty of flowers. In fact, we
rather like all the self-sown plants that have come in, so
unless something is really ‘thuggish’ it is allowed to remain.
This includes the poppies that people have come to enjoy
each year, and I guess you could call the strawberries
‘thuggish’, but they got away from us over lockdown so why
pass up now on all that lovely fruit!”
The garden has been created with support from Stretton
Climate Care and is tended by a small team of volunteers.
We are very grateful to Mary, Joan and John for their help
with nurturing the gardens. All we would ask from those
using it is that you try and pick from the pavement. We
have tried to plant produce for harvesting around the edges
to avoid any need to walk on the beds.
We’d love to hear about what you’ve made with your
picks from the plot. Do send us your recipes and photos to
information@mayfaircentre.org.uk.
The Mayfair Team
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Chairman of
Stretton Focus

B

arrie Raynor has been the Chairman of Focus for
the last three years and steps down with the thanks
and gratitude of our volunteer staff and the board.
Much of this period has been an extraordinary time
for us all and this has certainly been the case for Focus.
During Government restrictions our volunteer staff have
been consistent and dogged in their determination to
keep the magazine fully operational and have not missed
even one publication date. This has meant adopting a
whole variety of new and sometimes innovative ways of
carrying out the many and varied activities that go into
producing and publishing a quality monthly magazine
of some 60 pages or so; and sometimes just exercising
persistence in the face of imposed difficulties. During this
time Barrie has been a consistent and caring supporter to
the team.
Focus is delighted that Barrie continues his work
as a Director and his involvement with the computer
production aspects of the magazine.
Of course, Focus exists to serve and reflect the
community of the Strettons, and this depends on our
readership, as purchasers of the magazine for which
we thank you, but crucially as providers of most of its
content. Our heartfelt thanks go to all those creative,
caring, and public-spirited people who have contributed
and entertained us with an enormous variety of excellent
articles. We hope they will continue to do so in the future
and inspire others to make their voices heard.
Richard Fillenham
Chairman, Stretton Focus

We are delighted to be open now with normal
shopping hours:
Wednesdays (10am-5pm)
Thursdays (10am-4pm)
Fridays (10am-4pm)
Saturdays (10am-4pm)
We are enjoying being back in the store and
re-connecting with all our customers.
The Scrappies Team

New Treasurer needed for
Stretton Focus

T

his important position in Stretton Focus is
responsible for the accounting function in the
context of a limited company and for providing
financial advice to the directors.
A team player is required working in liaison with
other Focus staff throughout the year as well as managing
the end-of-year accounts. The Treasurer sits on the
Stretton Focus Community Awards panel and, after a
mutually satisfactory introductory period, is appointed a
Director of Stretton Focus.
An Excel computer accounts program is currently
used but use of alternative proprietary computerised
accounts packages could be considered.
All Focus staff are volunteers, and we operate on a
friendly, supportive but professional basis.
If you are interested, please contact the Stretton Focus
Chairman at r.fillenham@btinternet.com in the first
instance.
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Promoting Well Being since 1982

THE Health & Beauty Clinic
Treatments Available:
• Make up for all occasions
• Massage
• Facials
• Manicure/ Pedicure
• Lycon Specialist Waxing
• Lash & Brow tints
• St. Tropez Ultimate Spray Tan
Certiﬁed Fitness Instructor

Pam Allsop
The Old Bakehouse, Churchway, Church Stretton
Tel: 01694 723899, Email: pamallsop@churchway.plus.com

Stretton Focus
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Church Stretton Town Council Community Matters
Thank you
would like to start with a couple of really well deserved
thank yous.
Firstly, thank you to Richard Walker and the team
at the URC for arranging the first of a series of concerts on
Saturday 5th June. These concerts showcase the arrival of a
Model A Bechstein piano bought by the URC and lovingly
renovated. Built in 1924, it is believed to be the only grand
piano in a public space between Shrewsbury and Ludlow. The
recital featured pieces by Mozart and Grieg, with Richard
accompanying Clare Tocknell on violin, Keith Corden and
Richard Elliott on clarinet, and Mark Tocknell on bass clarinet.
The Bechstein will be a great asset for the town.

I

Tom Rochester cutting the ribbon at the skatepark
They are joined by returning Councillors Lyn Antill (S),
Colin Carson (LS), Nicola Carter (N), Mark Morris (S) and
Bob Welch (N).
A more detailed profile will appear in the next edition
of Focus, and for the record, Andy Munro was unanimously
elected Mayor by all Councillors. Sheila Davies was
unanimously elected Deputy Mayor. Contact details are given
in the yellow pages of this edition of Focus.

Richard Walker with the Bechstein
Contrast the concert with the opening, 45 minutes later,
of the new skatepark. Thank you to Tom Rochester (pictured
opposite) for identifying the opportunity to relocate £80,000
worth of equipment to Church Stretton and for leading this
significant project. Our special thanks also go to Derek Owen
from Telford and Wrekin Council for his help and to the
Council itself for donating the equipment. Since inception
Tom has driven the skatepark forward, raised over £30,000 and
created an army of volunteers to deliver the project. Over 100
people turned out to see the opening, and they were rewarded
with milkshakes and drinks courtesy of the Proper Good Dairy.
Your new Town Council
Following the elections on 6th May, seven new Councillors
joined the Council, and we welcome Sheila Davies (North
Ward), Ryan Foulkes (South), Daniel Hartshorne (S), Julie
Lawton, (Little Stretton), John Luck (N), Andy Munro (All
Stretton) and Helen Stowell (AS).
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Town Council Finances and Controls
As regular readers of the Focus will know, there has been
much debate as to the state of the Council’s finances and
controls. I therefore detail below an extract from the draft
minutes of the Church Stretton Town Council full meeting
held on Tuesday 1st June at which all Councillors were
present:
“We [Mayor and Deputy Mayor] have seen original bank
statements which have balances in excess of the historical
known reserves and this year’s precept. However, we have not
yet seen accounts for the year ended 31st March 2021 and
therefore we currently cannot be categoric about the exact year
end position.
“The Internal Auditor has agreed to start his audit work
and I [the Mayor] have agreed to meet with him on 15th June
to discuss early findings. We know there will be issues reported.
“It is our expectation that a draft set of year end accounts
[for April 2020 to March 2021] will be available at that time.
“Progress with the internal control weaknesses identified in
last year’s Internal Audit reports and the AGAR, as amended,
has not occurred because staff did not find time to address
them.
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“Addressing staff resources is acknowledged as urgent and
the formation of a dedicated Personnel Committee has been
agreed and will start this work.
“The AGAR this and next year will necessarily be negative
because we are already well into the 2021/22 reporting year.
Our target of a clean audit report (AGAR) is therefore 31st
March 2023.
“The Council did not receive management accounts
during the last financial year, and it is expected that the
Council will receive its first management accounts for Q1
[2021] in July 2021.”
I believe that this makes the situation absolutely clear,
and I do not propose to raise the accuracy and truth of these
historical issues again. Readers will further appreciate that if
there are problems of this magnitude with finance that there
are a lot of other issues to address as well.
Fixing the Past, Living in the Present, Planning for the
Future
The Town Council has therefore considered and agreed a
paper called Fixing the past, living in the present and planning
for the future. The title says it all, and for the next two
months the primary focus of the Council will be to identify
all of the risks and issues facing the Council. Working as a
single committee to avoid distraction and in parallel with
the auditors, the ambition is that by 1st August the Council
will have a current risk assessment and a populated action
list. Thereafter, the Council will develop its committee
structure which will be designed to focus on addressing the
key issues identified above.
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An email I received after the last
meeting said “it was not possible to
distinguish between new and returning
councillors, every one contributed”.
I cannot ask for more and we will all
work through these issues together.
However, it will take some time to get it straight, and during
this time I know you will bear with us.
A Personnel Committee led by Julie Lawton has already
started work, and as well as seeking to fill vacant posts will be
looking to review support and training for all staff.
A high level summary taken from the Fixing the past…
paper (below) will provide an overview of what is happening.
As illustrated by the concert and the skatepark, the
Strettons possess a strong and talented community which has
pulled together during the pandemic and I intend that we
should have a service in the autumn to highlight the work of so
many and to commemorate those residents and relatives who
have perished. As we thankfully move out of lockdown we need
to continue to harness the strengths of this community. Large
charities are required to estimate the contribution made by
volunteers and, using the same approach, I recently estimated
that our volunteers contribute £3m a year of their time to
our community. The potential benefit of this unpaid army
is immense, and I’m sure it will continue to grow. Your new
council looks forward to joining with you on the journey.
Andy Munro
Mayor
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Catholic Voice

t the time of writing, it is hard to anticipate whether
we will have passed through the various lockdowns
to ‘freedom’ and the resumption of ‘normal life’.
It is interesting to note how the experience of the Covid
pandemic has affected so many lives and perceptions. Will
historians, in years to come, eventually mark time by the
pandemic: BC – before Covid? Or the ‘great pandemic’ of
2020-2021?
Many people have reported how time (and seasons)
has been distorted through the collapse of ‘normality’. The
school year and timetables have been badly affected, annual
leave and ‘holiday seasons’ have gone, even personal routines
and timetables for many have been distorted. However all
these time-markers are human creations. As Einstein posited
time is relative, and perceptions of time can speed up or
slow down according to stimulus and emotional states. The
more new memories or experiences we are creating, the
more time seems to pass quickly. The more routine and our
senses are dulled, then the more time drags.
In fact, physics informs us that time itself is constant;
as Einstein theorized, the only true constant, the speed of
light, meant that time can run faster or slower depending
on how high you are, and how fast you are travelling.
Therefore, according to this theory the higher above sea

level one is, the faster one ages. This was proved
by the use of two atomic clocks which are
incredibly accurate – able to keep time to within
one second in about 3.7 billion years. Scientists observed
that when two such clocks were positioned just a foot apart
in height above sea level, they found that time really does
run more quickly the higher you are – just as Einstein
predicted. The effect of gravity bends light and so distorts
time (the more gravity, i.e. closer to the earth’s core, the
more slowly time passes).
For some, they feel that the past year of lockdowns has
been a ‘waste’ of their time, albeit a necessary one to curb
the spread of Covid and keep people safe. Anecdotally, some
have reported feeling as though they were ‘treading water’
this year, or for the younger generations a sense of ‘missing
out’. There is no denying that this year has been different,
but like other years we will come out with experiences
both joyful and hope-giving as well as the hardships and
challenges. As we enter summer and restored freedoms let
us reflect and learn from our experience, we come to see
this time in perspective. For those who are Christians or of
another faith, let us recall that time dissolves in the face of
eternity with God. Have a good summer!
Canon Jonathan Mitchell

Scout Group News

“I

t’s all very positive.” This was said by Group Scout
Leader Terry Davies as lockdown restrictions were
eased and face-to-face meetings began for the 2nd
Longmynd Group. This was bucking the national trend
where Chief Scout Bear Grylls revealed that the Movement
had lost around 115,000 junior members and 10,000 adults
due to the lockdown, although even as he spoke numbers
were creeping up again.
The Longmynd
Group had carried out
an imaginative online
and Zoom programme
for the past year and
now, as meetings
restarted, Beavers were
moving up into the two
Cub Packs, Cubs into
the Scout Troop and
Scouts into the Explorer
Unit. New members
were also joining.
The Explorer
Unit has an outdoor
programme of
orienteering and hiking
and one of the hikes
All members of the Movement remake ended up on Ragleth
their Scout Promise annually and this Hill, where five new
members were invested.
year the Wednesday Cub Pack made
Scout Leader Neil
theirs at the War Memorial
Crumpton said that
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all Troop meetings would be outside:
“You can’t hold a meeting for 30 Scouts
indoors and expect them to stay socially
distant,” he said. “We are grateful to the Town Council,
which has allowed us to rope off part of Rectory Field for
our meetings – after we have cleared up the dog mess each
week!”

The new toilet and storage block well under way
The Group was also pleased that work was able to begin
on the new toilet and storage block, which will be a major
facility. There have been a number of enquiries for the
Group HQ to be hired out for outside functions and once
the block is finished an announcement will be made about
this.
Fred Reeve
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Longmynd
Private Hire
Local Pick-ups
Long and Short journeys
Airport Transfers
Contract Work
Any Job Considered
PRE-BOOKING ESSENTIAL

Call: 01694 722472
Email: longmynd_limo@
btinternet.com
Established 20 years
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Norman Jones Domestic Appliances
REPAIRS & SALES
WASHERS - DRYERS - DISHWASHERS

COOKERS - OVENS - HOBS
Built In/Freestanding
Pete 07971 252069
07816 875233

Ansaphone 01588 638677
14
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Beware of Greenwash

W

ith the Global Climate Conference (COP26)
taking place in November, various preliminary
international meetings have been taking place
in preparation for it. Individual governments are talking
up their commitments to reduce their countries’ carbon
emissions, but talk is not always followed by action. These
promises require careful scrutiny, just as the ‘green’ promises
of the oil producers and some energy providers cannot
always be taken on face value.
Two of the major oil companies will tell you how ‘green’
they are as they install new electric car charging points, but
are they really that green? In the small print one of them
says “our renewable electricity is certified by Renewable
Energy Guarantees of Origin (REGOs)”, which means
that some of the energy they supply comes from renewable
sources. For every 1MW of renewable electricity from a
truly renewable source, the energy regulator (OFGEM)
issues a matching certificate known as a REGO [Renewable
Energy Guarantees of Origin]. The energy generator
makes its money by either selling the renewable electricity
it produces or selling the REGO certificate. Some energy
suppliers will only buy the actual renewable electricity;
others will buy the REGO to make it appear the power they
supply to you is greener than it actually is. Another charge
point installer boasts of all the offsetting they do by planting
trees… trees which will need at least 30 years’ growth before
they are large enough to absorb any significant amounts of
carbon. In the meantime oil producers continue to pollute
the atmosphere and add to global warming. At the date of
writing, out of 85 different electricity suppliers available to
us only 25 are supplying 100% renewable electricity! You
can check the generation fuel mix of your electricity supplier
by going to electricityinfo.org/fuel-mix-of-uk-domesticelectricity-suppliers/ and looking at the suppliers’ fuel mix
tables. Using a 100% renewable electricity supplier is a

great way to reduce your carbon
footprint.
The pressure is certainly on governments and the
carbon energy producers to clean up their act, but there
is still much to do. Canada’s premier Justin Trudeau has
recently said climate change is an “existential threat”, yet the
country’s emissions have actually increased since the 2015
Paris deal, thanks to its tar sands oil extraction. The UK
government has committed to a net emissions reduction
of 87% by 2035 BUT some of their policies are actually
increasing emissions… granting oil and gas extraction
licences in the North Sea, axing the Green Homes Voucher
scheme which would have encouraged the installation of
carbon free heating systems and much needed insulation
improvements, and they still promote road building, to
name but a few. Another year’s worth of emissions in 2021
will equal 14 years of extra emissions by that target date of
2035. So reader, beware of Greenwash...
But there is Good News too...
A Dutch court has just ruled that Royal Dutch Shell
must immediately reduce their emissions as they violate the
human rights of the Dutch people. Students in Australia
are taking court action against the expansion of a massive
open cast coal mine, arguing that Australia’s Environment
Minister “has a duty of care to them as young people”, and
pension funds are disinvesting from oil and gas companies.
More locally, South Shropshire Carbon Action has just
launched its action plan for Net Zero Carbon by 2030
at southshropshireclimateaction.org/plan/ and increasing
numbers of our community are individually reducing their
carbon footprint. Next month… what does Net Zero really
mean?
Jon Cooke
Publicity Officer
Stretton Climate Care

Stretton Steadies Cycle Group
“Every time I see an adult on a bicycle, I no longer despair
for the future of the human race.” HG Wells, Writer
“You are one ride away from a good mood.” Sarah Bentley,
British cyclist
“Nothing compares to the simple pleasure of riding a bike.”
John F Kennedy, former US President

have been very friendly and welcoming and we are gradually
getting to know a few people. But being keen lifelong
cyclists and unable to find an existing group that suits our
leisurely but enthusiastic style, we decided to start up a
new cycle group similar to one that we ran in the Scottish
Borders for many years.

M

oving house during a global pandemic was an
unexpected start to our life in Church Stretton.
After some urgent house-hunting, often by bicycle
(a great way to get the feel of a neighbourhood and much
more fun), we moved into our new home in September
2020. The area is not entirely unknown to us, having
visited family locally for many years. The scenery, footpaths,
country lanes and pretty villages were some of the reasons
for moving here, plus, believe it or not, the weather is better
than where we lived before!
As the town re-awakens from pandemic slumber, we are
eager to get involved in the community. We’ve already been
litter picking with the Pride of Place volunteers and have
joined with local walking groups a few times. The townsfolk
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Continued overleaf...
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Stretton Steadies, as its name suggests, will host adult
rides at a sociable pace (about 10-11 mph) allowing time
to enjoy the scenery and company and get up the hills
more comfortably. Usually, the rides will last for several
hours so we will take a picnic or plan a cafe stop. Lycra is
not essential (racing will be discouraged!) and all bikes are
welcome: road, MTB, hybrid, tandem, e-bikes etc. We
will use quiet roads whenever possible with the occasional
bridleway, and may stop en route to view points of interest,
take photographs, re-fuel or just to chat! Any Covid
regulations will be adhered to and we will also take guidance
from Cycling UK* such as limiting numbers, storing
contact details for Track and Trace, outdoor café stops, etc.
Please check out our Facebook page ‘Stretton Steadies
Cycle Group’ where we will advertise our rides a few

days ahead. Rides may be at the weekend or mid-week,
dependent on the weather forecast.
You can also contact us by emailing
strettonsteadies@gmail.com
We will be keeping an email list for those who do not
use Facebook.
We hope to meet you on a bicycle sometime.
Clive and Fiona Hunt
*Stretton Steadies operates as an Informal Member
Group of Cycling UK; non-members are welcome on
the rides, but if you enjoy it enough to be a regular rider,
we would ask you to join Cycling UK. There are many
advantages in being a member, not least the insurance and
legal assistance. To find out more about membership go
to www.cyclinguk.org

Church Stretton Badminton Club
Respect + Achieve + Inspire + Skill + Enjoy
Return to play

W

hen composing this article for Focus at the
beginning of June we were sharing some
exciting news! Church Stretton Junior and
Adult Badminton Club were proposing a summer
session as our return to play initiative following the
Covid-19 disruption.
This would have been the first time we were
offering a summer session for many decades. The
purpose was to reignite the passion for badminton in
Church Stretton and beyond.
We were planning to recommence on 7th July.
However, following the delay in relaxing Covid
restrictions the Leisure Centre Sports Hall is unlikely
to be available for us on that date.
Shropshire Council have our Covid Risk
Assessment (which has been developed following the
Badminton England Road Map to return to play)
so, we are now expecting to return to play at the end
of July. Session to start on a Wednesday (yet to be
confirmed) at 6.30pm and to finish at 8.00pm.
Rather than a ‘Summer Session’ we plan to use this
short period as taster sessions prior to our main season
starting in September.
We are a fully inclusive club with current members
from seven years old up to 93 years old. We are open
to – and catering for – those with disabilities. We have
sports wheelchairs and experience in coaching players with
disabilities.
Wheelchair badminton is a relatively new and growing
sport that will be featured for the first time at the 2021
Tokyo Paralympics. The rules are very similar to traditional
badminton, except that singles are played on half the court
and the front service line to the net is always ‘out’.
Stephen Cox, our experienced wheelchair player, helps
with coaching. Players are not necessarily wheelchair users;
it is a very suitable sport for amputees, spinal cord injuries
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Stephen Cox, our wheelchair coach, representing England at the
4Nations Tournament in Cardiff
or any disability affecting the lower limbs. Players will need
sufficient upper limb ability to control a sports wheelchair.
We have sports wheelchairs and rackets available for use.
Badminton is not only a competitive sport but very
much a social activity – proven to help with social, physical
and mental wellbeing.
Come and give it a try.
Places will be limited. So, please let us know ASAP if
you would wish to take up this opportunity.
You can register your interest by contacting Alan Fox on
01694 725588; 07977 060303; or by email
alandavidfox@live.co.uk
Alan Fox
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Marion H. Murdoch, M.C.S.P.

CAROLINE CRUMP

Registered with the H.P.C.

S.R.Ch., D.Pod.M., M.Ch.S.
Dis. Medicine & Medical Science

PHYSIOTHERAPIST

STATE REGISTERED
CHIROPODIST

REFLEX THERAPIST

Private Consultations
and Home Visits

"Gleneldon", 94 Watling Street South,
Church Stretton, Shropshire SY6 7BH
Tel: (01694) 724152

ESSEX LODGE
FARM LANE
ALL STRETTON
Telephone: 723283

HILLSIDE PHARMACY
R.E. & C.O. ALMAN MPS
18 Sandford Avenue
Church Stretton
01694 722799

For all your medicines, toiletries and
photographic requirements
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I Flew a

13:42 Tuesday, 18th May. Three Trees Farm Shop and
Café, near Swindon. Malcolm, Alison, Carol and myself are
taking shelter from the squally rain and for a spot of lunch
on the drive down to Chichester when my phone rings.
“I’m terribly sorry but I’m afraid that the Messerschmitt 109
won’t be available tomorrow.” Probably music to the ears of
young fighter pilots 81 years ago but to us it was a bit of a
disappointment.
We were headed down to the south coast to fulfil a
dream, flying a Spitfire. But more than that – we were
going to undertake a ‘fighter appreciation experience’. Two
two-seater Spitfires and a German fighter. The idea was
that we would simulate combat with the 109 then – on the
assumption that the 109 played fair and didn’t come at us
out of the sun – we’d land back for tea and medals.
However, we were made a counter-offer: a single seat
Spitfire would take the place of the 109, we’d have an
additional ten minutes in the air and one of the ladies
would have the opportunity to fly in a Harvard (second
world war trainer) and act as camera crew. This was in
addition to the 360-degree cameras Malcolm and I had
in our Spitfires. So, while it sounded a little unsporting to
shoot down another Spitfire, we accepted the offer.

explained the two combat manoeuvres that we were going
to undertake. Juggling three model planes on sticks was
quite complicated and if I’m honest I didn’t have a clue
how we were going to achieve our objective other than
it involved a lot of turning at high G and not necessarily
knowing which way was up. But then we had two brilliant
pilots up front so that it didn’t seem to matter that much.
Next, we had the safety briefing: what to do in an
emergency (lower seat, release canopy, open the small
door on the left and if required to bale out, leap out to
the left aiming for the wing then pulling the D-ring on
the parachute). Carol was taken off for a briefing on the
Harvard which, to her horror, involved much the same
procedure as ours.
We were dressed in fireproof flights suits, fireproof
gloves and military helmet and told to leave all loose items
behind; the Spitfire structure internally is open so any
dropped items could jam the controls.
We had to wait a while for the second two-seater
Spitfire to arrive from Biggin Hill but when it did it caused
quite a stir being painted in Australian Air Force colours
with shark’s teeth on the cowling.

Finally with engines started we taxied to runway 32.
We were in good hands: my pilot was Jim Schofield, who
is Chief Test Pilot for the new F-35; Malcolm’s was Peter
Kynsey, who claims to have flown more than 100 warbird
types and the single seater Spitfire was flown by Matt Jones,
who flew round the world in the Silver Spitfire in 2019.
Once airborne we formed up in a ‘vic’ either side of the
single seater.

Carol’s Harvard
The day started with a briefing from an ex-RAF pilot
on fighter tactics. Using three model aircraft on sticks he
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Spitfire
After a little tight formation flying, we drifted out about
150 yards from Matt and were allowed to take control with
the brief to stay in formation with him. I have a pilot’s
licence (and Malcolm is in training for his) so I was very
keen to see how a Spitfire handled. Well, I was amazed. It
was very stable yet also highly responsive. Just as the brain
was registering that we were getting a little lower than Matt’s
Spitfire, a little backward pressure on the control column
and we were back in formation. It seemed that you just had
to think, and the plane responded.
We closed up again and Malcolm’s aircraft moved
underneath us and formed up on our right. Matt peeled off
to start Combat 1.

performed in the circuit and on landing, but I really didn’t
want the experience to end.
As we taxied back to the hangar, I thought back to the
young pilots that flew out of here 81 years ago and realised
that there was no comparison between what we had done
and what they went through. We carried no guns and no-one

View from Malcolm’s Spitfire looking past mine to
Carol in the Harvard

Malcolm and I turned 180 degrees in a loose formation.
Suddenly Matt passed lower and between us at a closing
speed of 500mph. Malcolm and I turned to follow. The
essence of Combat 1 was that my Spitfire was the decoy
who had to evade Matt while Malcolm came up behind him
and ‘shot him down’.

Malcolm passing under my Spitfire and the Harvard

Combat 1: Red circle shows Matt’s Spitfire about 200 yards
ahead. Victory for Malcolm!
Combat 2 seemed to be similar except it was our turn
to shoot poor old Matt down. It was very confusing and
involved almost constant high G turns with quite a lot of it
upside down.
Fun and games over, we headed back from Beachy Head
to link up with Carol in the Harvard.
The Harvard returned to Goodwood and we headed
over the sea for some aerobatics: a victory roll, a barrel
roll and finally a loop. With time up, and sick bags still
located in the legs of the flight suit, we headed back with a
curious mix of emotions. I was keen to see how the Spitfire
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shot at us. We were 2 on 1 – not heavily outnumbered as in
1940. We flew no higher than 3,000 feet whereas combat in
the Battle of Britain took place around 20,000 feet where it’s
very cold. Even the Spitfire Mk1 could fly at 360mph: We
went no faster than 280mph (even though the Mk IX we
were flying was capable of over 400mph). I could go on.
But what a day! I was on a high for days after. We spent
the next hour or so just hanging around the hangar, chewing
the fat with the pilots who, we were elated to find, shared
our enthusiasm for this beautiful aeroplane and were on an
equal high themselves.
And actually, it wasn’t over. Because Goodwood has
a Spitfire simulator built from an original Spitfire with
working instruments and seven projectors producing a
surround view of the Chichester area. We had half an hour
each in this and tried to get to grips with propeller pitch
control, supercharger boost pressure, flaps and retractable
undercarriage. I made a horrific landing while juggling with
the undercarriage selector, though the computer said I had
landed without a scratch. Hmm. I’m not convinced about
that. Still a fine ending to a superlative day when (and I still
can’t believe I can say this) I FLEW A SPITFIRE!
Dave Lyons
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Anglican Voice
A New thing….
always find that the summer is a time for reflection, to
look back – but also a time for getting things in place
for a new year – well a new academic year. I still seem
to think September is the start of a ‘new year’ and with
children at home, it feels like it. But before September
comes along, we hope that the summer continues to give us
good weather and for those of us who are able and if we are
allowed (variants and traffic light dependent), a break away
from the every day.
As we gear up for September here in Stretton Parish, we
find ourselves in the midst of some changes too – we have a
farewell and a hello – you can read about these below.
Change is inevitable as we emerge from this pandemic
– some things can’t go back to the way they have been, and
we’ve heard lots about the ‘new normal’. But as Churches
we know that we can’t stand still. God is always doing a new
thing, as we read in Isaiah 43:18-19:
“Forget the former things; do not dwell on the past.
See, I am doing a new thing!
Now it springs up; do you not perceive it?
I am making a way in the wilderness
and streams in the wasteland.”
During this pandemic, as Churches we have had to
learn new ways of doing things, our online services have
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been a steep learning curve, but we have grown
into them and at times enjoyed doing them.
But that’s part of new things, and this passage
reminds me that with God, each day is new, and
we are not held back from all that happened yesterday or last
week or last year. We are not held captive by things from our
past. We don’t live in the past; we look forward with God.
I don’t know about you, but I feel that I have been
wandering around in the wilderness at times in the last 18
months, particularly in this last lockdown. At times it has
felt overwhelming, and I have needed to hold on with all
my strength.
I feel that as we look forward, we can be encouraged.
After all that the last 18 months has been, God reminds
us that He is continuing to work amongst us and we can
continue to do new things. It is an amazing reminder to us
all that God is with us. And we look forward with hope and
see what new things emerge, as we continue to ease out of
lockdown. We can’t forget the past, we can learn from it,
but each day is a new day, with new things.
So, as I enjoy opening my new academic diary, with
hope I write in dates and events, knowing that God is doing
a new thing and he invites each one of us to join him in
this.
Enjoy the summer…
Revd Steve Johnson, Rector – Stretton Parish

Stretton Parish
Hello and Farewell!
ver the next few months, here in Stretton Parish we
have several changes.
After ten years in post as Children and Families
worker, Sarah Robinson will retire at the end of July. As a
Parish we are so grateful to Sarah for all the work she has
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done with children and families, in our Sunday children’s
work, holiday clubs, Parents and Toddlers, Messy Church,
after school clubs at St Lawrence Primary School and lots
more.
Sarah writes: “I have so enjoyed working with the
children and families in this area and I count many parents
as very dear friends and I love hearing how the children have
progressed, some of them now being adults! Alan and I love
our church and we intend to remain very much part of the
fellowship. I will have many happy memories to treasure.”
We plan to mark Sarah’s retirement on Sunday 25th
July, following the services.
At the beginning of July, we welcome David Andrews,
who joins Stretton Parish as our Curate. David will be
ordained in Hereford Cathedral on Sunday 4th July. A
Curate is a training post, which is a vital time in which
newly ordained ministers continue to learn and grow in the
roles to which God has called them.
David writes: “I am from Enfield in North London and
I am at the time of writing (late May), nearing the end of
my two years of Ordination training at St. Mellitus College
in central London.
“Prior to training for Ordination, I have spent seven
years working in secondary schools in pastoral and support
roles, particularly with vulnerable or struggling students.
I’ve also worked in Millet’s on three separate occasions
over the years (they couldn’t keep me away from that staff
discount!).

Sarah Robinson
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David Andrews

“In my spare time I have been an Assistant Scout
Leader for over ten years which I have loved. As part
of my ordination training I have also been fortunate
enough to spend the last year as a Chaplain Cadet
with the London University Officer Training Corps.
I’ve spent training nights and weekends out in the
field supporting the Officer Cadets as they train to
potentially become Commissioned Officers at the
Royal Military Academy, Sandhurst.
“You may have guessed that I enjoy the outdoors,
so landing in the Strettons is absolutely amazing and
I cannot wait to get up into those hills! On my visits
I have also been struck by how active and welcoming
the community is, and I am looking forward to
getting involved in the life of the Parish.
“I’m really looking forward to meeting people so
if you see me around, please come and say hello!”
We plan to welcome David to Stretton Parish on
Sunday 4th July in a welcome event at 4pm, which
we hope will take place at St Laurence’s. Do come
along and join us, though with the uncertainties,
please keep an eye on the Stretton Parish website for
more information: www.strettonparish.org.uk.
Revd Steve Johnson, Rector

Church Stretton Golf Club (CSGC)

I

t is a pleasure to see people back on the golf course
and enjoying, at least for the moment, an almost
‘normal’ bar and catering facility, thanks to our
caterers.
During lockdown, due to the efforts of a number of
volunteers, committee officers and members we have seen
a considerable improvement in our clubhouse, changing
rooms and mainly the course itself. Our green staff came
off furlough just before we reopened and undertook a
great deal of work on the course to ensure we opened
on time, including improvements required under our
Health and Safety policies. The main thrust contained in
the Club’s business plan, is to improve the infrastructure
of CSGC in an effort to retain existing and attract new
members and to provide an improved all round golfing
experience for members and visitors alike.
Our club rules state that “the purpose of the Club
is to provide facilities for and to promote the amateur
sport of golf in Shropshire and to encourage community
participation in the same”.
Without grants through Shropshire Council, we
would have faced a very uncertain time. We have however
been able to continue to operate as a golf provider. The
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most recent grant has been put to great
use following a number of ‘emergency’
issues which we faced, particularly in
view of the ageing infrastructure of a 19th century
wooden clubhouse and changing rooms. Our hot water
system in the changing rooms leaked and was found to
be unserviceable. A replacement has been installed. The
main pump sending water up onto the course to irrigate
our greens broke down (after 30 years’ use) and again, on
investigation was beyond repair. A new pump is being
sourced and will be fitted in the near future. A length of
retaining wall at the rear of the changing room collapsed
due to age and will need to be replaced. The dangerous
and potholed road surface outside the clubhouse was
resurfaced. The grant aid alleviated a very vulnerable
position which might have meant some or all of those
problems having to be postponed indefinitely.
The Club continues to address these issues, but we do
express our gratitude to our Government and Shropshire
Council for the financial assistance received, which has
enabled our Golf Club to continue throughout this very
difficult time.
Tom Morris – President
Charles Mansell – Club Captain
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Integral
Gardens
Borders maintenance
Garden maintenance
Garden restoration
Lawn maintenance
Garden design and soft
landscaping
Flowering plants pruning
Wooden structures
Carlo
01743 344417
07963 991533

KEITH
WARRINGTON
LANDSCAPE
SERVICES
All aspects of garden
maintenance undertaken
Grass cutting, pruning,
hedgecutting, trees, patios,
Pest control, wasps,
moles, etc.

FREE ESTIMATES
Tel: 01694 658060
or 01584 861884
Mob: 07742 945768
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WILLOWBATCH
CARDING MILL VALLEY
A ground ﬂoor, centrally
heated one bedroom self
catering apartment, set in
the beautiful surroundings
of Carding Mill Valley
100 yards past the
National Trust Pavilion.
Please contact Don Rogers
for rates and availability
on 01694 722358 or
donrogers@gmail.com
www.willowbatch.co.uk

Ben Carter
Landscaping, Grounds,
Property Maintenance
Hedge cutting & reductions
lawn care, mowing, spraying
garden clearance
fencing installation/repairs
shed building/repairs
Mini Digger work
Please call 07891 376638
or 01743 718802
for further information
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Free concerts during the Arts Festival

I

t’s a strange year at the Arts Festival, and the free concerts of 2021, rather than being a bolt-on extra, represent the
large majority of events on offer. The outline arrangements are the same as they were from 2007 to 2019 – a week
of coffee concerts at St Laurence’s Church and organ recitals in local churches the following week. There will be a
retiring collection after each event to cover the costs incurred. The Ring and Ride service is available for all these events;
please telephone 01694 720025 for details.
Please check the Festival website strettonfestival.org.uk for any changes in the event of Covid restrictions.
These might include required pre-booking of seats and cancellation of refreshments.

Coffee Concerts – Monday to Saturday 26th – 31st July
Six free concerts in St Laurence’s Church, SY6 6DQ, at
10.15am. Berry’s Coffee House will provide coffee, tea
and home-made biscuits after each concert – proceeds to
Mayfair.

The series begins on Monday with thrilling music for
soprano (Catherine Rooney), trumpet (Wendy Jones)
(pictured) and piano (Richard Walker). On Tuesday there is
a performance of the rarely-heard but wonderful Sextet by
the Hungarian composer Dohnanyi, played by Gill Styles,
Claire Tocknell, Mary Porter, Jane Annette, Mark Tocknell
and Lizzi Tocknell. French Horn ConneXion (five French

Horns) provide a varied programme on Wednesday with
music from the 16th century through to arrangements of
20th century popular music.
Baritone Paul Mocroft
(pictured) and his
accompanist John Jenkin, two
of our regular guests, return
to perform on Thursday,
and on Friday there will be
piano duets given by Gill
Styles and Richard Walker
– featuring Czerny’s Grande
Sonate Brillante – written
at almost exactly the same
time as fellow Vienna
resident Schubert wrote
his Unfinished Symphony.
This is a rare chance to hear
a piece that doesn’t get as
many performances as it deserves. The series concludes on
Saturday with jazz presented by the quintet Chameleon.

Organ Recitals - Monday, Wednesday and Friday 2nd, 4th and 6th August
Three organ recitals beginning at noon.
On Monday, Shaun
Turnbull (pictured),
one of the best
up-and-coming
organists, comes
from Blackburn to
play at All Saints’
Church, Little
Stretton, SY6 6RD.
The Green Dragon
is kindly opening
from 11.00am to
provide coffee, and will serve lunches after the recital.
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For Wednesday’s recital we move to St James’ Church,
Cardington, SY6 7JZ where Michael Oakley, Director of
Music at St Laurence’s Church, Ludlow, will play. There
will be coffee in the Village Hall (opposite the church)
from 11.15am, and The Royal Oak will serve lunches
afterwards.
On Friday, Richard Walker will play at St Laurence’s
Church, Church Stretton, SY6 6DQ. There are numerous
places to get coffee and lunch within a few yards of
St Laurence’s!
Richard Walker
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HMS Pinafore

To be performed at the Church Stretton Arts Festival

Plus fabulous live outdoor events –
not to be missed
Advance booking is recommended
Saturday 31st July, 7pm
Gilbert and Sullivan’s
wonderful comic opera
cheerfully mocks such Great
British institutions as Class,
Patriotism and the Royal
Navy. Come and experience
the complete Illyria
treatment, performed on a
beautiful nautical set.
Tickets £18/£9
Sunday 1st August, 4pm
This unique Manchesterbased collective return to
the Festival, defying genre
to embrace sheer joy in
music from all over the
globe as they play, sing and
improvise. Following their
highly successful appearance
at the 2017 Festival we
expect a lively, exciting and
entertaining performance. Tickets £18/£9
Tuesday 3rd August, 2pm
Join us for this musical
extravaganza as Boxtree
Productions present their
own fun version of the
Lewis Carroll classic! Expect
larger-than-life characters
and humour to appeal to the
whole family.
Tickets £15/£9.50/£42
(Family)

Full information about all the Festival
events can be found on our website:

strettonfestival.org.uk

I

n our slimmed-down but eagerly awaited Arts
Festival, I predict that one of the highlights will
be Illyria (the troupe in our cover photo) giving us
an outdoor production of Gilbert and Sullivan’s HMS
Pinafore, first performed in 1878.
That’s surprising coming from me. Until about 15
years ago I had little more than a snobbish contempt
for G and S. It wasn’t serious music and it wasn’t
serious drama, and yet the most serious and gifted of
my friends and teaching colleagues lauded these comic
‘operas’ or operettas. I couldn’t even grace the stuff
with the word ‘opera’. Why on earth did they think so
highly of it?
When the Director of Music at the school
suggested we put on HMS Pinafore, my heart sank.
I wanted us to get our teeth into something more
demanding, edgy and politically aware, like Cabaret
or The Threepenny Opera. Nevertheless, my colleague
brooked no opposition, and Pinafore it was.
It didn’t take long for me to realise that my
dismissive attitude was completely mistaken.
Pinafore was deservedly and instantly popular.
Its first run, from May 1878, continued for no fewer
than 571 performances – a record for British Musical
Theatre at the time, and only second in the world.
It was then basically stolen by the Americans
(Gilbert and Sullivan failed to secure performance
rights there) who tampered with it in outrageous
ways to suit pretty much any company (even church
choirs!). Gilbert, Sullivan and their manager D’Oyly
Carte rapidly travelled to America in order to establish
properly authorised performances and, determined
not to repeat the American mistake in Britain, sent
out their own touring companies to establish the
standard. The D’Oyly Carte Opera Company guarded
professional performance rights until the end of
1961, and it was this ban on professional production,
accompanied by the ready granting of permission for
non-professional performance, which has made G and
S so popular among amateur theatre companies. Longrunning Gilbert and Sullivan societies all over Britain
and America continue to be dedicated to performing
these wonderful works.
So what of Pinafore itself? Ralph Rackstraw, a
sailor on board a Royal Naval warship is in love with
Josephine, the Captain’s daughter, who is in turn
sought by Sir Joseph Porter, the First Lord of the
Admiralty. Meanwhile a bumboat woman (waterborne
market trader) nicknamed Buttercup holds a dreadful
secret, while Dick Deadeye, a supposed villain who is
not much worse that any pragmatic realist among a
bunch of fantasists, sets out to thwart the progress of
young love.
It is a plot premise that has been repeated in
thousands of other works of fiction since time
immemorial, and its charm lies partly in that very

Enquiries: 07876 206405
Continued overleaf...
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familiarity. Boy whose name begins with R loves girl
whose name begins with J, and whose father, whose
name begins with C, intends her to marry a socially
desirable man whose name begins with P. It sounds
familiar, and indeed it is, because the work is a pastiche, a
joyous mish-mash of references, to more serious literary
and musical works; and thereby acquires a seriousness of
its own, whilst remaining irredeemably and wonderfully
silly.
In Pinafore, the first and most obvious subject of
pastiche is more serious comic drama. The Victorians
found it difficult to face tragedy in the theatre. They
went largely to escape from it, and the lack of tragic
realism in the stage literature of the time is illustrative
of this. Melodrama provided audiences with darker
experiences, but that was a form so devoid of realism
that the ‘pity and fear’ of tragic drama was replaced with
excessive sentiment. Comic theatre needed to be as silly
as possible, and to make light of any potentially tragic
moments. Take Ralph’s suicide ‘attempt’, for example.
As he puts a pistol to his head, surrounded by his fellow
crew members, no-one moves to help him – instead, they
all put their fingers in their ears until Josephine declares
her rescuing love. The melodrama turns to comic bathos
in a split second.
Another subject of the Pinafore pastiche is grand
opera. We have ‘recitatives’ which in this case are reduced
to mere snatches of sung monologue or dialogue over
minimal instrumental accompaniment, though most
of the dialogue is spoken, as in ballad operas like The
Beggar’s Opera.
Half of the First Act is an exposition of five separate
characters through self-introductory songs, like Sir
Joseph Porter’s famously hilarious patter song, When I
Was a Lad, and there are long ‘finale’ ensembles at the
end of each act. Each song has its own amusing satiric or
parodic intent.
So daft is the opera parody that it appears straight out
of music hall – and it is.
There is a sense of innocence emanating from works
like Pinafore, a quality that seems worth preserving. Satire
is not an innocent form – it is deliberately knowing –
and the ability of anyone to achieve satire through such
an apparently artless and beguiling story is remarkable.
Some felt that innocence to be such an enormous
achievement that its temporary lapse towards the end
of the piece raised hackles in some members of the
audience. Most indicative of all was the response of
Lewis Carroll. No stranger to the absurd himself, he
nevertheless became hot under the collar watching
a children’s production at the point where Captain
Corcoran, who never / hardly ever ‘says a big, big D’,
loses his cool and, instead of restricting himself to a ‘D’,
finally explodes with a “Damme!”. This had remained
uncensored in this children’s version.
To quote the creator of Alice, “A bevy of sweet
innocent-looking girls sing, with bright and happy looks,
the chorus ‘He said Damn me! He said Damn me!’ I cannot
find the words to convey to the reader the pain I felt in
seeing those dear children taught to utter such words to
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amuse ears grown callous to their ghastly meaning… How
Mr Gilbert could have stooped to write, or Sir Arthur
Sullivan could have prostituted his noble art to set to music,
such vile trash, it passes my skill to understand.” (The Stage
and Spirit of Reverence, Theatre Magazine, 1st June 1888.)
Well, there you have it. Innocence defiled for a
Victorian audience member. Carroll clearly didn’t get it.
And it is because of reactions like his that some versions
of Gilbert’s libretto have “he is swearing” instead of “he
said ‘damme”.
Such a reaction seems naïve nowadays, it has to
be said, and Gilbert and Sullivan themselves would
have roared with laughter, since the whole episode
is a mockery of this very form of excessive Victorian
moralising. Nowadays, a more sophisticated audience is
likely to be made uncomfortable, if at all, by the obvious
sexism, the obsession with class stratification, and the
flippant treatment of attempted suicide.
For me, the piece is simply riotous fun, while still
managing to be a satire on the over-scrupulous social
mores of the time, the lack of qualification needed for
high office in the armed services, and the idea that very
often one’s station counts for too much when at heart it
is nothing at all.
In this respect, it has a timelessness conveyed through
a preposterous period yarn, similar to the pre-war novels
and short stories of P.G. Wodehouse.
Looking at Illyria’s CV, I don’t anticipate anything
other than a genuine attempt to recreate Victorian
hilarious musical theatre in a compact outdoor setting,
and I strongly suspect they will not stray from W.S.
Gilbert’s original intention – to make us chortle quite a
lot and perhaps meditate briefly on what preoccupied the
more thoughtful members of the audience at the time.
Over-scrupulous modern morals may need to take a back
seat for an hour or two, while we immerse ourselves in a
period piece that, in its original state, is simply a joy to
experience.
Graham Ogdon

Trivia Corner No 212
by Ken Willis
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

In which TV drama did Jeremy Irons and
Anthony Andrews co-star?
In which institution was the TV comedy Only
When I Laugh set?
Audrey Forbes Hamilton was a character in which
TV sitcom?
Which wicked witch was killed when Dorothy’s
House landed on her in The Wizard of Oz?
Which house at Hogwarts School of Witchcraft
and Wizardry does Hermione Granger belong to?
Answers on page 40
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JOHN HAMMOND
Building and Carpentry
Carpentry • Bathrooms
Interior Tiling • Kitchens
General Repairs and Maintenance
for Home and Garden
For a free Fixed Price Quotation,
call

01694 724060
07815 130793
WYNSTONE, CUNNERY ROAD,
CHURCH STRETTON,
SHROPSHIRE SY6 6AF

al
oc
L
he s
ll t ert
Ca Exp

Groundworkers with over 25 years experience
✔ Local
Extensions, Drainage works, Landscaping
and Specialist Jobs
✔ Routine
Foundations, Retainer walls, Complex projects
Tel: 01694 722121 www.farmersplantservices.co.uk
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Dr Parker
It is with both sadness but also excitement that I approached
my retirement at the beginning of the month. I would like
to say a huge thank you to all the many of you that sent me
well wishes, cards and leaving presents. There were so many
I was totally overwhelmed! Thank you!
It has been a privilege and pleasure to serve as your
GP over the last 32 years. I and my family were made very
welcome from my first days as a Registrar in 1988. Lots
of you have become friends. I’m changing roles to become
organiser of your local footpath maintenance volunteers,
and painting pictures, as well as enjoying the free time to
read and walk in our lovely hills.
Tim Parker

All Stretton Village Society
On Saturday 22nd May ASVS held our first village event
since restrictions were eased. The weather was kind to us
and fears of torrential rain proved unfounded. Sandra and
Tony Baker very kindly let us use their garden for the sale
of cakes, plants, bric-a-brac and books, and we raised over
£400 for village funds.

RNLI

A very sincere ‘Thank You’ to everyone who has kindly
donated to the RNLI ‘Mayday Mile Challenge’.
The generous support we have received from family,
friends and unknown persons is amazing and very much
appreciated by us and the RNLI. At the time of writing,
the total raised is £1567.76. As examples, this is enough to
purchase 29 pairs of boots or two dry suits including boots.
We would like to thank A.B. Optics and John Thomas
for allowing us window space to advertise the event along
with Shropshire Star for their publicity. We are also grateful
to Boatshed.com for their support.
We have missed seeing people and look forward to the
time when we can again have ‘social events’ and put ‘Fun’
back into ‘Fundraising’.
Church Stretton RNLI Fundraising Branch
Christian Aid Week
We delivered envelopes to
almost every house in the
Strettons and although
returns were fewer than
hoped, the amount received
far exceeded expectation. In
fact, it was a new record of £4,751, surpassing the £4,580
of 2008. Thank you so much to everyone who gave so
generously (with some exceptional gifts), or may have
donated by phone or online; and of course to those who
delivered the envelopes that made it possible.
You can still donate at caweek.org or by freephone
0808 006 006 (and please mention our local Christian Aid
reference number 59066).
Anthony Peck, Organiser
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As always, the village was generous in its support, not
only by those attending the event but also by donating cakes
and plants. I would like to extend a personal thanks to those
members of the committee who helped on the day, to Lynn
Ross who ran a very successful plant stall and Robin Lloyd
for his support. It was super to see villagers meeting up and
enjoying each other’s company.
Caroline Crump
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Fitted Kitchens. Renovations. Home Extensions.
Roofing Purpose made Joinery

PETER TIPS TIPPER LTD
HAVE YOUR GARDEN AND D.I.Y. REFUSE LOADED AND
REMOVED

Hedge cutting, tree felling, fencing repaired and erected
Small loads of sand, coloured gravel, soil and bark mulch
Raised beds, demolition work. House clearance
TO DISCUSS YOUR SPECIFIC REQUIREMENTS AND FOR
PERSONAL SERVICE GIVE ME A RING

01694 771461
email petertipton52@gmail.com

PAUL FORRESTER
Quality Carpentry & Joinery
COVERING A RANGE OF SERVICES SPECIALISING IN:

Doors ~ Skirting & Architrave ~ Flooring
Kitchens ~ Bedrooms ~ Bathrooms ~ Tiling
Lofts ~ Painting/Decorating ~ Storage Solutions
Work Stations ~ Sheds and Workshops
Gardens & Paving ~ Decking & Pergolas
For a Professional, Friendly and Enthusiastic Response
Call 07795 170938
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People of the Strettons: Terry Moore

T

erry Moore de Caslou began his professional career in the Police Force, where he worked for ten years before becoming
a chef. This surprising diversity has been at the heart of Terry’s life and work. Whether training as a chef in Paris,
studying conservation, working with Oxfam for two years in Malawi, or teaching Catering and Hospitality at Solihull
College, he has achieved a range of skills such as patience, observation and concern for the world which have served him well.
In 2018, he moved to Church Stretton and worked as a chef in Mr Bun the Baker and The Ragleth Inn in Little
Stretton, until furloughed from both positions during the pandemic.
“I always need a work/life balance. Furlough took my work away, so I needed something to balance my life. I needed
something to replace busy, on-your-feet-all-day work life. With a passion for nature, wildlife and the peace that I gained
from it and with photography as one of my hobbies the decision was made. I swapped chefs’ whites for camouflage clothes,
upgraded my camera kit, and instead of creative cooking started on
creative landscape and wildlife photography, embracing and blending
in with nature, perfecting fieldcraft skills and getting to know nature’s
habitats. It has helped me to relax and focus, provided the exercise
that replaced the fidgeting of not being on my feet all day, helped
me to master another technical skill, provided an artistic outlet, and
particularly for wildlife photographs, allowed me to enjoy the calm
and patience it brings.”

A baby chaffinch, thickly insulated and sporting
professorial tufts of amazement, stares out at the
world with a ‘wild surmise’

Here, the svelte, streamlined pied flycatcher
takes a speculative reconnaissance flight
checking out holes as potential nesting sites
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We have featured some of Terry’s photos before, but
since proceeds of his work go to the Shropshire Wildlife
Trust, we couldn’t resist a ‘local birds in spring’ selection he
sent to us. Enjoy.
You’ll remember that we featured the work of Andrew
Fusek Peters in last month’s issue. His book Hill and Dale:
My Shropshire Year features work where the birds are seen
interacting purposefully with their environment. Terry
acknowledges the importance of Andrew’s work to him, and
some of the interactive shots are taken to a no-holds barred
level in presentation of nature in the raw. There are shots
Terry has sent us previously of birds of prey doing what
they do best which might have distressed some readers, so
we published more charming offerings. The images of a
buzzard ripping a rabbit apart can be viewed on his website
by the more ghoulish among you.
Terry tells us that his favourite walks take him to the best
places for this kind of observation. “My favourite walk is the

Feathers are not always the star, because their other job is
sometimes not to be seen. Here, a young blue tit looks happily
scruffy and well blended in with a patch of equally ragged
bluebells, crinkled by late frost
Snailbeach, Hollies, Brook Vesson and Stiperstones loop,
and my favourite reserve is Harton Hollow, which provided
three firsts for me: wild fallow deer, a spotted flycatcher and
a tree warbler on the fabulous Wenlock Edge”.
Terry Moore’s cornucopia of wonderful photographs is
available for viewing and purchase at tmdcimagery.co.uk.
50% of proceeds to Shropshire Wildlife Trust.
All photos by Terry Moore, Words by Graham Ogdon

The forensic textured detail on the feathers of this hunting kestrel
brings forth, particularly in the compacting on the leading edge of
the wing, a reminder of their development from reptilian scales

A nuthatch, breast feathers slicked like rodent fur, clearly
means business as it flies the nest after feeding chicks. The thick
‘prop forward’ neck always strikes one as unfeasibly pliable
when the bird hangs vertically on a tree trunk or feeder

Another display of fine-tuned plumage on this treecreeper
shows, as with the flycatcher, that upward curve of the
primary tips that reduces the drag of the air. Here, the bird
manoeuvres another piece of furniture into its new nursery
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A Quaker Voice

A

The Long Mynd peeping through the clouds as the sun sets

ccording to my mobile phone I have walked nearly
2000 miles in the last year. That’s the equivalent of
Church Stretton to Turkey; or if you would prefer a
return ticket, Church Stretton to Italy and back.
In reality, of course, most of it has been on our own
beloved Stretton Hills. We are fortunate to have a wide
choice of walks but even the same walk may be very
different on different days. We may stand on the hills
watching pools of sunshine slide quickly over the fields or
observe a distant rain storm and try to predict whether and
when it might reach us. On a clear day we can see as far as
Snowdonia in the North, the Brecon Beacons in the South
or the Malvern Hills in the East. On another day we cannot
see the Clee Hills or the Wenlock Edge and even Caradoc
may disappear.
Just because we can’t see them, that of course does not
mean that they are not there. We cannot see a virus but it
can turn our lives upside down. Because we cannot see the
love of our family and friends does not make it any the less
real. There must be many a teenager who doubts whether
their parents love them. One hopes that as they come out of
the turbulent teenage years they will realise how much they
are loved. But all of us should remember that we cannot

take that knowledge for granted. If there is someone we
value highly we should tell them; don’t wait until it’s too
late – some words of praise or support might just be what
is needed to lift the clouds from someone’s life and let the
sunshine through.
Today I shall head off up the hills again. Will it be calm
and mild or will there be a wild wind that threatens to blow
me off my feet? The wind again of course is not visible, but
it has a very real effect. It seems to make the cold twice as
cold and the rain twice as wet.
We have learned on our walks to take things as they
come, to appreciate the good things and not be too
thrown by those that are perhaps not how we would have
chosen them. Sometimes the ground is firm and dry, and
sometimes it is slippery with mud or ice; sometimes snow
hides the rocks and bumps and rabbit holes.
What, then, are our ‘lessons from the Long Mynd’? We
have learned, I hope, to appreciate the good things we can
see and hear and feel, but we need to remember that there
are many good and valuable things that are not so visible,
and those too are important.
Charles West

More on Typewriters
Further to Thelma Thompson’s article on typewriters, it
may be interesting to know that when typing machines were
first introduced into London offices they were operated
by men as the work was considered too heavy for women’s
delicate hands! Also, the men operating the machines were
known as – typewriters.
Fred Reeve

Stretton Holiday Cottages, as we’ve stayed with her on every
holiday and this coming October visit will be the tenth, I
think. It was lovely to see her mentioned and for us, the
accommodation she offers is always first class but the extra
efforts she went to in making her cottage “Covid safe” when
we stayed for a week last October were second to none.
The second reference was that for Burway Books and
the ‘click-and-collect’ service they offer. Having visited
the shop a number of times over the years and bought a
few books in the traditional way, I got in touch last year
regarding their postal option as we are too far away to collect
even if the rules permitted such travel…! Having now
successfully placed two reasonable-sized orders with Ros –
one in late November and one last month – I must say that
their customer service is superb even under such difficult
circumstances and we’ve been very pleased to be able to
support a small independent bookshop in this way.
Finally, thank you for producing such an interesting and
informative magazine – it’s a credit to all those involved.
Mark Greening, Bugbrooke, Northamptonshire

View from a Regular Visitor
My family have been visiting Church Stretton for holidays
on a regular basis for roughly 15 years and feel that we know
the town and area quite well as visitors but being able to
now read about what is going on within the community via
your magazine has brought greater connection for us. We
are very recent subscribers to Stretton Focus (thanks again to
Clare Lovelock) and I thought I’d send a brief comment on
the article by Christine Williams entitled A Brighter Year?
Apart from it being good to read a lot of positive news
about how people and businesses have adapted and coped
with the past year or so, two references stood out for us.
First was the mention of Mrs Lewis, owner of Church
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SELF STORAGE CONTAINERS
INDUSTRIAL & DOMESTIC USE
SUITABLE FOR VEHICLES,
BUILDING EQUIPMENT, FURNITURE,
GARDEN EQUIPMENT, WORKSHOP, ETC.
GOOD, DRY CONTAINERS
20 AND 40 FEET LENGTHS AVAILABLE
IN A SECURE YARD WITH 24 HOUR ACCESS
HGV PARKING ALSO AVAILABLE
CCTV INSTALLED
TEL: 01694 724880 MOB: 07979 817554

Paul Tinsley Builder
No job too big, fast response, highest standards
Specialist in extensions, alterations, porches,
patios and fencing etc.
01694 781371 or mobile 07929 232999

A. Morgan Builders
Local family business
For all your maintenance needs.
Extensions, alterations, roofing.
UPVC windows, doors & conservatories.
Garden walls and paving.
No job too small or large
Tel: 01694 751774 07930 332131
Stretton Focus
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The Big Picture
When I receive my Focus magazine, I turn first to the
history articles which I have always enjoyed, but I was
pleasantly surprised by Dr David Haigh’s article in the
June edition that draws our attention to the consequences
of didactic teaching and the need to incorporate different
disciplines, such as psychology, in the study of any subject
to give a bigger picture.
Even as a young child, I was aware I saw the world
differently to most. I am a Big Picture person – all is
interrelated and all is perpetually changing, nothing stays
the same and nothing lasts. I found history at school
narrow, unreal and irritating. It categorized and therefore
stereotyped people according to the view held by the
historian or sociologist – people are not homogenous lumps.
The psychological makeup of any person determines their
understanding, it is impossible to be objective – we all come
from somewhere.
Didactic teaching falls into the category of ‘Truth by
Authority’, as it is termed in epistemological literature, and,
out of necessity, it is the mode of teaching for some subjects
even at university level. The student has a vast amount of
‘facts’ and their relationships to learn and, even though these
are constantly changing, they are not expected to question
what they are taught. Yet we know the suffering ‘Truth by

Authority’ has brought to the world, but people seem to
want it because it gives them ‘certainty’ even though there
is no certainty (except, perhaps, in Pure Maths). I taught
postgrad and told my students I expected critical thinking,
to question everything, to think for themselves rather than
rely on ‘Authority’. And, I tried to teach my students to see
the Big Picture, but I found many of them couldn’t, they
wanted a narrow ‘certainty’, someone to tell them what to
think. Is this the consequence of didactic teaching or of
the individual’s psychological makeup, or both? If schools
are now teaching history and, perhaps, other subjects in
seminar mode, that can only be a good thing.
In my spare time, I read history, specifically the global
history of the evolution and interrelationship of ideas from
prehistory to our current time – history is fascinating.
Dr Alan Rutter
I am moved to write a short email of appreciation regarding
Dr David Haigh’s article on Evolving History in the June
edition of Focus, which I enjoyed immensely. It was a well
researched, well thought-out and – above all – such a
measured article.
It made a stimulating read.
What an excellent idea to have this series of articles
during lockdown.
Yvonne Roberts

Methodist Voice
A Methodist local preacher
uring lockdown 2020 I wrote my memoirs. (Well,
that’s a rather grand word for notes of a 90-year
stroll down Memory Lane.) This ‘Voice’ is a
significant part of my story.
Stella and I were ‘fully paid up’ members of the
Anglican Church until we moved to our local Methodist
Church in Devon in the early 1970s. Several years later I
was invited to speak at our morning service in Tavistock,
and I was then asked if I would consider being a ‘local
preacher’. “You cannot be serious! I am not a good public
speaker, and I am no theologian; and I’ve not even been
a Methodist for very long, and...” But there it was, and
after training I was authorised to lead worship in our local
churches and chapels.
Preparing to lead worship means studying the theme of
that Sunday, asking what the recommended Bible readings
meant when they were first written, before reflecting on
what they have to say to us today. What do I want to
share with my congregation? What is the balance between
teaching and preaching, between reassurance and challenge?
Over the years I have valued the warm welcome from
congregations large and small. Ideally preaching is a sort of
two-way conversation between preacher and congregation,
where both are enriched by the experience. But of course,
not all services live up to that ideal!
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I have valued the warm welcome from
congregations large and small. Sometimes
my service has felt as flat as a pancake, and,
like Elijah, I’ve wanted to say, “Lord, I’ve had
enough!”
But then I remember the tiny devoted congregations
with whom it had been a privilege and pleasure to share
Sunday worship. I have been nervous when faced with a
large congregation containing retired ministers and eloquent
local preachers. There was the time when I was told:
“Thank you David. You made us think. We can’t be doing
with that!”. And then there was a very challenging Harvest
Festival service in a village chapel during a foot-and-mouth
epidemic, where a local farmer had just been killed in a
shotgun ‘accident’.
“Preaching is to set forth Jesus as Christ and Lord.”
Methodists on the whole are ‘liberal’ Christians, sitting fairly
loosely to dogma and tradition, with a strong emphasis on a
personal relationship with our God and on social issues. We
accept that we Christians differ in our understanding of the
Gospel, and its relevance today. The Gospel I have tried to
share over the years, however inadequately, is summarised
in John’s letter to the early Church: “God is love, and those
who abide in love abide in God, and God abides in them.
... Let us love one another: everyone who loves ... knows
God. ... If we love one another, God lives in us”.
David Jandrell
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Brockhurst School

T

he story of Brockhurst School has been told a
number of times, but the accounts are not entirely
in harmony. Significant gaps exist, and evidence
to fill them appears to be unavailable. This is what makes
research in history so fascinating. It is not only a matter
of trying to establish facts; it also requires management
of the ambiguities, gaps and conflicting interpretations.
Leonard Cohen reminds us in his poem, ‘Anthem’, that
nothing is perfect and this certainly applies to accounts
of events:
Ring the bells that still can ring,
Forget your perfect offering.
There is a crack, a crack in everything.
That’s how the light gets in.
The light is generated through subsequent
investigation and interpretation, after allowance has
been made for all of the shortcomings of records and the
people who make them.
Brockhurst School now occupies Marlston House,
a late Victorian mansion built in the Elizabethan style,
reflecting the earlier building on the same site with its 60
acres of gardens and parkland near Newbury. The school
website states it was founded in 1884 at Brockhurst,
near Church Stretton. However, Nick Park, a former
headteacher and nephew of John Park, who bought
Brockhurst School in 1942 and moved it to Eccleshall
(see below), told me he knew of no documentary
evidence to support this claim, so exactly when the
school was founded is unclear.

A H Atkinson, MA
An entry in Mates County Series, a battered tome in
Church Stretton Library, gives biographical details of
A H Atkinson, who became headteacher in 1901 and
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records he ‘built Brockhurst in 1901, where he has since
carried on a Preparatory School’. So, the building at
Brockhurst that is now apartments was built in 1901,
but the extract does not confirm that the school was
founded at that time. Questions are raised regarding the
location of the school between 1884 and 1901. If indeed
the school was in the Church Stretton area, why has no
confirmatory evidence yet been found that indicates
where the school was housed? Do any readers of this
article have any information?
Atkinson was headteacher until 1919 and the school
magazine – The Brockhurst Chronicle – number 18 dated
July 1919 contains a valedictory entry by him that also
introduced his successor, R P Marshall.
While researching for this article, I was amazed when
a friend, Sue Watts, whose past research activities have
coincided with mine, dropped into our conversation that
her father had taught at Brockhurst School and her uncle
had been a pupil under Mr Marshall in the mid-1930s.
This prompted her to catalogue the mass of photographs,
letters and school magazines they left which will form
the core of a Brockhurst collection to be offered to the
Local History section of Church Stretton Library. We are
very fortunate to have such a dynamic library in Church
Stretton with an outstanding resource in the local
history section, staffed by dedicated and knowledgeable
volunteers such as Sue Hird and the rest of the team.
Julian Critchley, MP for Aldershot and an ongoing
irritant to Margaret Thatcher in spite of being a
Conservative, was an old boy of Brockhurst. He records
in his autobiography his time as a pupil in the early
1940s and describes Marshall as having a ferocious
temper that created fear and made him a man to avoid.
The school had an open-air swimming pool, which must
have been very deep in part, as there was a high diving
board from which pupils plunged.

Critchley had a fear of water, but R P Marshall had a
treatment as described in Critchley’s account:
‘He (Marshall) hung me from the line, and, scarletfaced, exhorted me to play the man. I was frightened
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of him, but more terrified of drowning ... After much
upbraiding and talk of ‘funk’ he plucked me from the
water and carried me kicking and yelling to the deep end
into which I was unceremoniously tossed. I sank like a
stone, surfaced, and sank again. It was at that stage that
someone plucked me out of the pool minus my modest
thong ... RP promptly set about smacking my bottom
only to be thwarted by the arrival of Mrs Lazenby
(Marshall’s daughter) who had been summoned by an
anxious assistant master. They had ‘words’, I was bundled
into a towel and put to bed. I was ten years old.’
Parents actually paid for their children to be
subjected to this treatment but were ignorant of
Marshall’s practices for, as Critchley wrote, there was a
taboo on being a ‘sneak’ so accounts were not sent home.
To provide a balanced account of Marshall, Critchley
included in his autobiography comments of friends who
were older than him and who had attended Brockhurst
in the 1930s. They said, ‘they admired the Old Man’
and Critchley suggests Marshall was in bad health in the
early 1940s and suspected that the school may have been
financially challenged, all of which may be mitigating
factors.

John Park
In the summer of 1942, Brockhurst School was sold
to John Park, but it had to move to Broughton Hall
at Eccleshall and share that building with Broughton
Hall School, as the Brockhurst site had been sold to St
Dunstan’s charity which supported blind ex-servicemen.
Having two schools in one building was a situation
guaranteed to be challenging and very quickly the
friction between the two headteachers spread throughout
the two sets of staff and pupils. Critchley describes
Kenneth Thompson, the head of Broughton Hall, as
being ‘a nasty piece of work, a disciplinarian in the
Marshall mould’. He frequently beat boys, whereas
Park provided ‘new and congenial management’ and his
mother-in-law, Mrs Muriel Turner, ‘was a dear old body
ever ready with a tin of sweets’.
Things came to a head when the Brockhurst boys
returned to Broughton Hall after the summer holidays
in 1943 to find that all their books, desks, bedding
and equipment had been taken out of the building
and strewn over the driveway. The entrance doors to
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the school were locked and the jeering Broughton Hall
School boys, including Michael Heseltine, were at the
windows. John Park gathered a group of men from the
village and broke into the school, smashing doors and
locks before reinstating the Brockhurst articles.
The Birmingham Post of 29th February 1944 carried
a report of one of the subsequent three court cases in
which Michael Heseltine had been a character witness
supporting his headteacher. In his report of the final
hearing, the judge was very critical of the actions of John
Park and shortly afterwards Brockhurst School moved,
with a much-reduced roll, to nearby Maer Hall. After a
year at Maer Hall, Julian Critchley moved to Shrewsbury
School where he was reunited with Heseltine, and
Brockhurst transferred to Marlston House at Hermitage
near Newbury.
Nick Park told me that while his uncle, John Park,
was visiting his sweet-dispensing mother-in-law at her
home near to Marlston House in 1945, a local farmer
mentioned that the owners of the house were wanting to
return to London now that the war was over.
Park immediately went to see them and a purchase
price of about £35,000 (£1.25 million today) was
agreed. In January 1946. Park and six pupils moved to
Marlston House to start rebuilding Brockhurst. As the
building is vast, there would have been no shortage of
accommodation; in fact one problem might have been
finding each other.
The school flourished and by 1966, when Nick
joined the staff, 66 boys were enrolled and in 1995 the
school became co-educational, with the girls’ school
being named Marlston House School and the boys
remained in Brockhurst School. Lessons are single sex,
but extra-curricular activities include boys and girls
working together. Including the pre-prep provision for
three year olds upwards, the total roll has extended to
well over 300 and the school is recognised as excellent in
all categories by The Independent Schools Inspectorate.
The initial period of Brockhurst School’s history
is far from established, but the future of the current
incarnation is looking rosy and secure. Nick Park was
the third member of his family to have been headteacher,
and the current incumbent is another nephew of John
Park, the headteacher who managed to steer the school
through a very challenging period and guide it to a
location not totally dissimilar from its starting point at
Brockhurst.
David Haigh
References
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Historic Church Stretton – Ashbrook Farm

Ashbrook Farm on Shrewsbury Road. The lane to Carding Mill Valley is in the left foreground
Watercolour by Emmanuel C Taylor, 1950

A

cluster of cottages and a farm once stood where the
Carding Mill Valley Road meets the Shrewsbury
Road. The farmhouse had been extended on several
occasions and there were extensive outbuildings.
In 1848 Benjamin Jones started a poultry and game
business from his home at the Quarter Houses nearby. At
some stage in the 1860s he moved to Ashbrook Farm from
where he continued with his business. After his death in
1875 his wife Eliza continued running the farm until their
son Fred took it over about 1900. A timber building facing
Shrewsbury Road to the right of the farmhouse (above)
was used as a shop and the range of farm products for sale
was extended to include fish, game and fruit. For five years
between 1905-1910 Fred’s wife Agnes operated a hand
laundry from premises in Carding Mill Valley, making use of
the clean water of the Ashbrook.
Three generations of the Jones family farmed at
Ashbrook continuing into the 1940s with Fred and Agnes’
son Frederick Gordon Jones running the farm. Frederick
also operated a milk round using milk from the farm.
Eventually the farm buildings fell into disrepair. The whole
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farm was sold and pulled down in 1985 to make way for the
Ashbrook Court and Churchill Road housing developments.
There was a particularly good example of a bread oven
in the kitchen. The walls of it were so thick that they could
retain heat for long periods. Next to it was a boiler, or set
pot, which had a grate underneath to heat the water in the
boiler.
The farm had a horse-driven jenny or gin wheel. This
consisted of an iron frame with a spindle running below
ground to some gears. From the top of these gears there
was a long pole to which the horse was harnessed. As the
horse walked around in a circle it turned the spindle. Inside
a nearby building was a long shaft with different sized
wheels. Wide canvas belts were put onto the wheels to drive
whatever piece of machinery was needed. The gin, together
with many old implements and equipment from the farm,
was donated to the Acton Scott Farm Museum where they
can now be seen.
Tony Crowe and Barrie Raynor,
from Church Stretton through the ages
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Migraine and Me

S

ome time ago I wrote an article, for Focus, about
migraine, its causes and treatment. I was listening to
one of my favourite programmes – The Life Scientific –
on BBC Radio 4 recently, and paid attention because it was
about migraine research and current thinking. I developed
serious and frequent migraine pain during my late 40s,
which is a common time for its emergence, although I
now understand that I probably had a mild form from
childhood.
On this programme, Professor Jim Al-Khalili talks to
leading scientists about their life and work, finding out
what inspires them and asking about their discoveries.
This particular week (week beginning Sunday 30th April),
his interviewee was Professor Peter Goadsby, who has
been awarded the world’s top
‘Brain Prize’ this year. He is
Professor of Neurology at King’s
College London’s Institute
of Psychiatry, Psychology &
Neuroscience, and Director
of the National Institute for
Health Research, – which is the
Wellcome Trust King’s Clinical
Research Facility (CRF) – and
also Chair of the Scientific
Programme Committee,
Migraine Trust International
Symposium. Quite a list, and
there’s more should you care to
look him up.
Surveys show that around 190,000 migraine attacks
are experienced by sufferers every day in England, and six
million people suffer from migraine around the UK.
Prevalence has been reported as 5-25% in women and
2-10% in men. That’s a lot of people and quite a wide
variation of numbers. You’d think that this prevalence would
provide a vast resource for those who research pain and its
effects, but it’s proved extremely challenging to diagnose
migraine accurately.
The difference between some of these figures might
be that men under-report, or that some forms of migraine
are more closely connected with hormonal surges/changes,
which could account for the higher prevalence in women.
What these figures do suggest is that you, dear reader,
probably know someone who suffers from migraine or you
are a sufferer yourself. If that’s the case, then you’ll know
just how debilitating this condition can be. It isn’t just a
headache. Sufferers can become dizzy, with its attendant risk
of falling; concentration might diminish; reasoning powers
can become clouded; vision is often impaired; energy levels
plummet and sufferers can become clumsy and accident
prone. And all that on top of crippling, agonising pain.
Migraine causes lost working days, disruption to normal
living and family life, poor school attendance, permanent
fear of attacks (which are totally unpredictable) and, even,
the loss of career progression and jobs. Some sufferers even
report long term problems, such as permanent, low-level
memory disfunction when migraine attacks have occurred
over a long period of time. Some sufferers have committed
suicide.
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Professor Peter Goadsby explained that the most
common theory – and there are only theories, however
strongly held – for what causes migraine is that blood vessels
in the brain swell, creating pressure on nerves that send pain
messages to the parietal lobe, which is situated in the middle
of the brain and is involved in interpreting and locating the
source of the pain.
He said that he wasn’t always convinced by this, partially
because treatment to reduce this swelling, which should
have reduced pain, wasn’t successful in a significant number
of patients. His research involved looking at the role of
the trigeminal nerve, which is the fifth cranial nerve and
is responsible for sensation in the face and motor functions
such as biting and chewing. It is the most complex of the
cranial nerves and disturbances
or injury results in pain down
the side of the face, around the
eyes (including between the
cheek bone and the top of the
skull), across the forehead and at
the base of the skull. It can even
cause toothache when the teeth
are healthy, as I now realise from
repeated trips to the dentist when
I was a child!
He is also looking at the
role of concentrated stress on
the brain. This might be from
lack of sleep, hormonal surges,
emotional responses such as
anger or anxiety, or even long periods of highly competitive
learning, such as some students experience.
Triptans, a group of medicines that relieve migraine
in a significant number of sufferers, were developed in the
1990s and transformed treatment and success rates. If taken
within minutes of an attack, a suitable triptan can stop
or significantly reduce pain levels for millions of people,
although other symptoms might persist. They are not,
however, a permanent cure and aren’t appropriate for people
with certain other medical conditions. Sufferers must carry
medication with them at all times because attacks can strike
without warning.
So the search goes on, but with people such as Professor
Goadsby working in research, better treatments will be
developed and this mysterious condition will, eventually,
be better understood. Let’s hope that won’t take too much
longer.
Christine Williams, Co-editor, Stretton Focus

Trivia Answers
1. Brideshead Revisited
2. A hospital
3. To the Manor Born
4. The Wicked Witch of the East
5. Gryffindor
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Netley Boarding
Kennels & Cattery
at Dorrington
Open all year, vaccinated pets only
Heated kennels with outside runs
Friendly Family run business
Inspections welcomed
Collection and delivery service available

Opening Hours:
Mon-Fri 9-10 am & 4-5 pm
Sat-Sun 9-10 am

Den & Barb Oakley

Tel: 01743 718264 Mobile: 07803 240207
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HILARY'S CHILDCARE
Church Stretton Nursery,
after school and holiday club,
Children 0 - 12 years. OFSTED
rated good, qualified early
years teacher and forest school.
Call 01694 724270
www.hilaryschildminders.co.uk
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Strettons Area
Community Wildlife
Group
Restoring Shropshire’s Verges Project – All Stretton
ou may have noticed signs have been placed along the
All Stretton verge between Church Stretton school
and All Stretton itself: ‘DONT MOW LET IT
GROW’ and ‘LATE CUT PLANNED’.
Over the last
60 years, 97% of
our wildflower
meadows have
been lost, which
has had a huge
impact on wildlife.
Road verges offer
a real opportunity
to help reverse this
loss and if managed
correctly, they
could form long,
linear meadows,
providing habitat
in themselves, but
also helping to link
up fragments of
remaining meadow.
Unfortunately,
many verges are
cut too early in the year, sometimes several times, with
the cuttings left to rot down. This type of management
removes food sources for pollinators and destroys most
finer grasses and wildflowers, leaving the verges to
become dominated by ‘rank’ vegetation such as coarse
grass, hogweed and nettles. Instead, managing verges as
mini-hay meadows would store carbon, replenish the seed
bank, restore floral diversity, save the Council money, create
habitat and provide nectar and pollen.
In many places throughout the UK road verges are now
being managed as meadows, allowing wildflowers to thrive
and attracting insects and other pollinators. This ensures
the survival and natural spread of many native wildflowers
both common and rare, and provides food for insects that
pollinate our food crops.

Y

Restored verge at Edgton.
Photo: Janet Cobb
Restoring Shropshire’s
Verges Project (RSVP) was set
up by local people to create
wildflower-rich meadows on
Shropshire’s verges. It was
formed in 2018 and is run
entirely by volunteers, with
the support of the National
Trust, the Stepping Stones
Project, Plantlife, Shropshire
Wildlife Trust and Caring for God’s Acre. Shropshire
Council have overall responsibility for verge management
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and RSVP is also working with the Council to plan how
future verge management could better benefit wildlife,
reduce carbon emissions, and enhance the beauty of our
roadsides.
In the meantime, local volunteers are ‘adopting’ verges
throughout the county and All Stretton has been identified
as a possible site for a wildflower verge. The grass verge
could be transformed into a beautiful, diverse tapestry
of wildflowers, providing a welcome splash of colour on
the road and a haven for wildlife. The verge would be
carefully managed by local volunteers. Safety would remain
paramount and of course any verges which need to be cut
regularly to help with road visibility would continue to be
cut.

RSVP Volunteer Group. Photo Harriet Carty
We welcome your views and involvement as the support
of the local community is vital in restoring this incredibly
important habitat, whilst also addressing concerns about
road safety, visibility, or other local issues.
Please follow us on social media (@ShropsVerge on
Twitter and Facebook) and contact us (stepping.stones@
nationaltrust.org.uk) to get involved with planting, sowing
seeds, growing on plug plants and many other opportunities
the project can offer.
Meg Stratford, RSVP All Stretton group
Charlie Bell, Stepping Stones Project (National Trust)
Bird Surveys
Firstly, a correction and apology. The Dipper photo in the June
article should have been credited to John Hanley.
Dipper Update!
It has been confirmed that at least two pairs of Dippers are
raising second broods. A colour-ringed bird has been seen
at Little Stretton, but we have no evidence of a nest there
this year. Other nesting sites last year appear to have been
vacant this year. We hope more reports from Focus readers of
Dippers seen since April will be able to fill some gaps.
Save our Curlews!
The Save our Curlews campaign has exceeded expectations.
Five nests have been found and fenced in the Strettons area,
and at the time of writing (early June), all are still complete.
All are in fields that are due to be cut for silage. All are due
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to hatch during June, after which the chicks will be radiotagged and tracked, to see if they survive and how they use
the landscape. The chicks leave the nest within a couple
of days of hatching and are on the ground for 5-6 weeks
before they can fly. They are vulnerable for the whole of this
period. Most chicks are not due to fledge until late July, but
those from the last clutch to be laid won’t fledge until early
August. They may move a long way in that time.
There have also been four other nests in the area,
and we want to find out their outcome too. We would be
grateful for reports of any Curlews seen or heard from midJune onwards, particularly if they had chicks with them.
Almost all the landowners we approached were pleased
to have Curlews on their land, supported our efforts to
protect them, and gave permission for us to look for, and
fence, the nests. We are grateful for their support. The
project is expensive and has been funded by the Shropshire
Ornithological Society (SOS), an appeal to the Wildlife
Group and SOS members, and the public (including Focus
readers). Further support includes a grant from the Stepping
Stones Project and the Stretton Focus Community Award
Scheme to whom we give particular thanks.

Parish Paths Partnership

T

he Parish Paths Partnership for Church Stretton
has new co-ordinators with recently retired Tim
Parker and Will Priestley, here showing off some
Lapwings and Red Kites
new steps in Acton Scott wood, taking over from John
Very few Lapwings have been reported so we would be
Goyne. The group of volunteers helps to maintain public
pleased to receive information about any seen or heard
paths in the area under the direction of David Hardwick of
since April. Six Red Kite nests have been found so far,
Shropshire Council. Work includes replacing stiles, clearing
but there must be others that we don’t know about. Kite
chicks leave the nest in late June or early July and are fed by obstructions, brush cutting, making steps and way-marking.
They do it not just for the love of the outdoors but to be
their parents for a few weeks after they fledge. We would
useful to benefit the community and encourage walking in
welcome information about likely nest sites, in the strictest
the Shropshire countryside, which has a wonderful rightsconfidence, please.
of-way network for the enjoyment of all. “A great way to
All reports of Curlew, Lapwing, Dipper and Red Kite
keep fit,” says Tim. Meeting about once a fortnight, there is
should be sent to Leo Smith leo@leosmith.org.uk 01694
always plenty to do.
720296. Thank you.
If you would like to join the group, or to report on any
Submitted by Penny Bienz
path in the area that needs attention, contact Tim on tim.
parker111@gmail.com.
Submitted by Will Priestley

Friends of Church Stretton Library
Introducing the Stretton Area Planning Diary
o help the organisers of events avoid clashes,
this online diary has been set up for groups and
organisations planning events. It replaces the old
printed diary, which used to be kept in the library.
If you are thinking about running an event you can look
at this first to check no-one else is holding a similar event
around that time. This will help you avoid clashes such
as having three quiz evenings in the same week, or two
concerts on the same night.
Once you have checked the diary, you can put your
event in it so other people know to avoid that date. It is
quick and easy to use. You can find the link to it on the
Home Page of the Friends of Church Stretton Library
website www.strettonlibraryfriends.org.uk
Please note the diary is moderated, so your entry will
not appear straight away but should appear within a few
hours of being posted.
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A big thank you to
Joan Arnfield for helping us to
develop this diary.
The planning diary came
about as a result of our work with
the Stretton Arts Forum, which includes representatives
from many organisations and groups involved in putting
on events in town. These include the Arts Festival, Flicks
in the Sticks, Stretton Players, Stretton Choral Society and
Mayfair. We look forward to seeing the diary filling up as
Covid restrictions are lifted.
Sheila Davies
churchstrettonlibrary@outlook.com

Continued on page 51...
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Charles
Ephraim
Electrical
Installations
Est 1974

8 Wall Bank,
Wall-under-Heywood

Tel: 01694 771381

ros.ephraim@btconnect.com

LOCAL ELECTRICIAN
AMP Electrical

Craven Arms 01588 672761

~ Domestic & Commercial ~
~ Home Automation ~
~ Lighting Design ~
~ Audio & Visual Systems ~
~ CCTV & Alarm Systems ~
~ Data Communications ~
Contact Matt Price
M: 07552 410109
H: 01694 771661
E: amp.elec@outlook.com
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And much much more at our
hardware store
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Churches in the Strettons
ANGLICAN CHURCH (The United Parish of St Laurence, Church Stretton, with St Michael & All Angels, All
Stretton, and All Saints, Little Stretton) Rector: Rev’d Steve Johnson (Tel: 722585)
Website: www.strettonparish.org.uk
Sunday Services
Holy Communion (a uiet re ective service) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 8.00 am
Morning Worship
Holy Communion every Sunday, except Morning Prayer on 4th Sunday . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.30 am
Refreshments in Parish Centre . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.20 until 11.05 am
Informal Service (Communion on 4th Sunday) . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.15 am
All ages 1st Sunday; children go out to groups other Sundays
Crèche facilities provided with this service every Sunday
Groups for children and youth groups on all but 1st Sunday, when all ages stay together
Evening Worship. (On 4th Sunday Holy Communion with special prayers for Healing). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 pm
Hot Chocolate Club - For all pupils in Church Stretton School. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . Mondays 12.30 - 1.15 pm
Oasis - For pupils in years 7-9 in Church Stretton School who would like to explore faith. Tuesdays 12.30 - 1.15 pm
Youthzone - Sunday mornings during 11.05 service for 11-16yrs (except 1st Sunday in month); Meet in Church
Young people (11+): Contact the Office on 2 22 or Sally Clilverd: sally strettonparish org uk
Weekday Activities: Many house groups and activities are held throughout the week Contact the Parish Office
for details or see church notice boards or lea ets in church
Thursdays: Holy Communion . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.30 am
All Saints, Little Stretton. A traditional Sunday Service is held each Sunday
Week 1:
Evening Prayer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 3.00 pm
Weeks 2, 4 and 5: Holy Communion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.00 am
Week 3:
Morning Prayer . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.00 am
St Michael’s & All Angels, All Stretton (Local Ecumenical Partnership with URC) Contact: 724224
Sunday Services
Week 1: Morning Worship
10.30 am
Week 2: Holy Communion (Anglican)
10.30 am
Week 3: Morning Worship
10.30 am
Week 4: Holy Communion (URC)
10.30 am
Week 5: Holy Communion (Traditional Anglican)
10.30 am
The Parish Office is in the Parish Centre, Church St. (Tel: 724224).
Open 9am to 12.30pm Monday to Friday
Secretary: Jo A e Email: office strettonparish org uk
METHODIST CHURCH Minister: Rev’d George Heinz (Tel: 07538 480626)
Website: www.churchstretton-methodistchurch.org.uk
Hall bookings: Carole Coles (Tel: 724958)
Sunday Services
Morning Service
10.30 am
RELIGIOUS SOCIETY OF FRIENDS (QUAKERS) Co-clerks: Lesley Richards and Charles West (Tel: 722068)
Email: cs m gorswen co uk
Sundays: Meetings for Worship in the Silvester Horne Committee Room; Children on 4th Sunday in month . 10.30 am
For details of home discussion groups please telephone the Clerks.
ROMAN CATHOLIC CHURCH Priest: Canon Jonathan Mitchell (Tel: 01694 658091)
St Milburga’s, Church Stretton
Email: stmilburga gmail com
Sunday:
Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.15 am
Wednesday - Friday: Daily Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.30 am
Saturday:
Evening Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 6.00 pm
Catholic Women’s League meets on the 2nd Thursday of each month following the morning Mass at 9.30.
St Walburga’s, Plowden
Sunday Mass . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 11.00 am
UNITED REFORMED CHURCH Minister: (vacant)
Website: churchstretton.urc.org.uk
Sunday Services
Worship, with Activity Club for children, followed by refreshments in the church hall. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 10.30 am
(On the 1st Sunday in month worship includes Holy Communion)
Weekday Activities
Mondays:
(Week 1) Ladies’ Group . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 2.30 pm
Wednesdays:
(Week 1) Ladies’ Link . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 7.30 pm
Wednesdays:
Half hour meeting for prayer and discussion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9.30 am
Church Contact: Tel: 2212 Email: urcchurchstretton gmail com Room hire: Tel: 22 2
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Clubs and Societies in Church Stretton with names of Secretary and contact details
Allotment Gardens Association
All Stretton Village Hall
All Stretton History Society
All Stretton Village Society
Alzheimers Carer’s Support (Mayfair)
Amnesty, Church Stretton Group
Ancient Greek Study Group
Archers, Long Mynd
Army Cadet Force
ArtsAlive (Church Stretton)
Arts Festival, Church Stretton & South Shropshire
Badminton Club (Monday 8 1 pm)
Badminton Club (Junior and Adult, Wednesday)
Beacon (Activities and Care at Mayfair)
Books (Mayfair Shop)
Book Sales (Mayfair Rotary)
Bowling Club, Church Stretton Probus
Bowling Club, Indoor
Bowling Club, Ladies’
Breathing Space (Singing for health and wellbeing)
Bridge Club (Thursday 1-5pm, All Stretton Vlge Hall)
Bridleways Association, Long Mynd and District
Brownies, Church Stretton
Busy Bees Preschool
Camera Club, Long Mynd
Cancer Research U
Cancer Support Group, Stretton
Chamber of Trade, Church Stretton
Chess Club, Church Stretton
Choral Society, Stretton
Churches Together
Church Stretton School Theatre
Citizens Advice Bureau
Civic Society, The Strettons
Civil Service Retirement Fellowship, C S Group
Climate Care, Stretton
Country Market (ex WI)
Credit Union
Cricket Club, Church Stretton
Croquet Club
Cub Scouts, Longmynd (Tuesday Pack)
Cub Scouts, Longmynd (Wednesday Pack)
Cycle Group, Stretton Steadies
Darts, Church Stretton and District League
Dementia Carers’ Support
Dominoes, Church Stretton and District League
Dramatic Society, All Stretton Amateur
E plorer Scouts
Extend (Gentle Exercise) Mayfair
Fitness Instructor
Fitness for the Young at Heart
Flicks in the Sticks (All Stretton)
Flicks in the Sticks (Church Stretton)
Football Club, Church Stretton Town
Football Club, Magpies ( 16 years old)
Football Club, Stretton Red Rovers (6-15 years old)
Friends of Church Stretton Library
Gardening Club, Acton Scott
Gardening Club, Church Stretton & District
Gliding, Midlands Gliding Club Ltd
Golf Club
Good Neighbours Care Group
Guiding, 2nd Church Stretton
Hockey Club, Stretton Juniors ( 1 years old)
Hope Bowdler Hand Bell Ringers
Horse Show, Church Stretton
Interfaith Forum, South Shropshire
Inner Wheel Club, Church Stretton
Judo, Junior
arate Club
Keep Fit, Stretton
Languages Group
Leisure Centre, Church Stretton
Lesbian & Bisexual Women, Border Women Social Group
Line Dancing
Lions Club, Middle Marches
Local History Group
Long Mynd Adventure Camp
Martial Arts, Freestyle
Masonic Lodge (Caer Caradoc)
Masonic Lodge (Longmynd)
Maysi Pro ect
Methodist Church Network Group
Mothers’ Union, Church Stretton
Music: Strettons Classical Music Group
Ornithological Society, Stretton Branch
Parish Paths Partnership
Parkinson’s U
Photography, Marches Independent
Pilates (e ercise)
Pride of Place, Church Stretton
Probus, Strettondale
Rail User’s Association, Church Stretton
Radio Control Model Club, Church Stretton
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Alan Mileson
2
allstrettonvillagehall gmail com
Ruth Grafton
2 18
Caroline Crump
2 28
Jackie Pennington
722077
Barbara Parnell
720040
David Langslow
2
8
Sue Williamson
22 6
Lt Wheelden
1
2 1
Michael Walker
2 1 2
Gloria Carter
2 1 6
Mike Rounsefell
2 162
Alan Fo
2 88
Joy King
722077
Tony Crowe
723292
Sue Hird
2 2
Glyn Morgan
22 88
Alan Mileson
2
Mrs M Paine
722489
ate Buttolph
2
8
Dom Wilson
723128
Lynn Townsend
722667
Judy Russell
2
6
Church Stretton School
722209
Amanda Page
Sue Toghill
22 1
Lesley McIntyre
723427
Stuart Wright
722237
Tom Williamson
22 6
Ru Trew
724297
Lesley Richards
722068
Alan Fo
2 88
c/o Mayfair
722077
Charles Simmonds
2 11
John Brewer
722965
David Howard
722904
Ann Lloyd
07889 143057
c/o Mayfair
722077
Rob Whittall
6
1
Fane Conant
722610
Jane Wrench
2 2
Andrew Spurling
2 2
Clive & Fiona Hunt
Mark Davies (Verd)
88 1
Emma Wilde
01743 341800
Martin Salisbury
723253
Eric Huff
2
6
Angie Walshaw
2
Nicola Daniels
722077
Pam Allsop
2 8
Pam Allsop
2 8
ate Latchford
2
8
Eric and Lesley Brown
2
Nick Cole
2 62
816 6861
Martin Watts
2
Sheila Davies
723455
Terri Clegg
81 2
Evelyn Dapling
2 6 8
Office
1 88 6 2 6
James Townsend
22281
Office
2 2 2
Jane Hurst
1622
Martin Watts
2
Ruth Jenkins
724919
Sarah Davies
1
Canon Noel Beattie
725530
Anne Tipper
18 8
Roger Houston
1
8 1
Dave Shephard
2 212
Lisa Ryan
751369
David Langslow
2
8
Sue Wells
2
1
Dave Bishop
Brian Dawson
Madeline Haigh
Peter Jenkins
Phil Hatton
Graham Williams
Charles Hennell
Janet Williams
Stella Jandrell
Diana Coles
Barbara Hall
David John
Tim Parker
Heather Broughton
Geoff Taylor
Sandra Liebrecht
Trevor Halsey
Alan Stockbridge
Alison Bradley
Tim Goodwin

2 26 8 6
1 8 8 1 8
2 62
724919
07852 961675
1
26
1 8 8 6 16
22
2
1
723548
724578
2
2
6
1
1
181
2
1
8166
22 1
722138
2
2

amileson lineone net
www allstrettonvillagehall org uk
anegra waitrose com
carolinecrump68 icloud com
[Monthly, 2nd Friday, 2.00pm] www.mayfaircentre.org
stretlang gmail com
sue chelmickforge co uk
info shropshireacf rfca org uk
fontenay1 btinternet com
carter
f2s com
midiblue tiscali co uk
alandavidfo
live co uk
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
smhird btinternet com
crocrus2 tiscali co uk
amileson lineone net
kate playonperformingarts co uk
www.bridgewebs.com/churchstretton
dave udy1

googlemail com

secretary longmyndcameraclub co uk
susantoghill outlook com
tswilliamson
gmail com
strettonchoral gmail com www strettonchoral org uk
or
6
alandavidfo
live co uk
(Mayfair) [Thursdays] www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
candp simmonds googlemail com
or (01694) 731274
(Mayfair) [Wednesdays] www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
churchstrettoncricketclub gmail com
fanesue aol com www churchstrettoncro uet org uk
anewrench2 gmail com
aspurling btinternet com
strettonsteadies gmail com
verddavies 2 gmail com
mail plush hill co uk
angiewalshaw hotmail com
[Thursday mornings] www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
pamallsop churchway plus com
pamallsop churchway plus com
terri artsalive co uk
ec brown btinternet com
nick eloc eclipse co uk
en uiries csmfc co uk
contact redrovers org uk
www.strettonlibraryfriends.org.uk
actonscottgc gmail com
evedapling waitrose com
office midlandgliding club
secretary churchstrettongolfclub co uk
anehurst
hotmail co uk
mlwatts yahoo co uk
daviesblackhurst

aol com

anne tipper gmail com
RogerHoustonJudo aol com
daveshepard1
gmail com
stretlang gmail com
info teme leisure co uk
borderwomen.net
southerncrossldc gmail com
thefirs 8 btinternet com
csalhg outlook com
freestylemartiaarts.com/stretton
caercaradoclodge gmail com
charles hennell net www longmyndlodge org uk
information mayfaircentre org uk
da 1 6scp btinternet com
poolbrook12 gmail com
tim parker gmail com
parky twood net
gtaylor photo btinternet,com
selenaorme yahoo co uk
trevorhalsey btinternet com
alan stockbridge btinternet com
www.strettonrailusers.org.uk
tmgdwn gmail com
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RAF Roundel Club
Rainbows, Church Stretton
Ramblers, The South Shropshire Group
Rangers (Girl Guides) Church Stretton Group
Readers Group at the Library
RNLI
Rotary Club of Church Stretton
Royal British Legion
Rugby Club, Church Stretton Samurai
Rushbury and Cardington WI
Save the Children
Scottish Dancers, Stretton
Scouts, 2nd Longmynd Group
Scrappies Shropshire Children’s Scrapstore
Shropshire Strummers
Singers, The More Singers
Singers, Stretton Community
Soaring Association, Long Mynd (model gliders)
Soaring Club, Long Mynd (Hangliding & paragliding)
Stepping Stones Nursery
Stretton Players
Stretton Pool Action
Stroke Group, Church Stretton and District
Swing Band, Stretton
Table Tennis, Church Stretton
Table Tennis, Leebotwood
Table Tennis, Rushbury
T’ai Chi
Taiko Drumming
Taoist Tai Chi, Longmynd
Tennis Club
Theatre & Concert Group, Stretton
Thursday Lunch Club (Ley Gardens)
Traidcraft (fairly traded goods)
Tree Group, Church Stretton
Tuesday Day Centre, Church Stretton
United Nations Association, C S Branch
University of the Third Age (U3A)
Upright and Active (falls prevention strength & balance)
Walking for Health
Walking Football
Wildlife Group, SACWG, Community
Wildlife Trust, Strettons Branch
Women’s Group, Church Stretton 1
Women’s Institute, CS Marmaladies WI
Women’s Inst., Rushbury and Cardington
Women’s Institute, All Stretton
Yoga (Mayfair)
Youth
St Laurence’s

John L Davies
Judy Russell
Darren
Ana Ireland
Felicity
Brian Bradley
Pat Stokes Smith
Les Mackey
Martyn Longhurst
Kaye Smith
Ann Hurst
David Thomas
Terry Davies

724703
2
6
07837 021138
2
22
221 8
2 18
2
2

771554
1622
722107
2
28 8
David Rae
22
Deborah Croom-Johnson
112
ate Buttolph
82 8
Tim Goodwin
2
2
Tim Dunn
1 88 6 2 1
Anne Arkwright
722341
Simon Cleaton
1
81
David Betton
2211 1
Hilary Parker
723419
Jamie Wrench
2 2
Leisure Centre
720051
Will Priestley
724223
Ian Pennington
1 1
Marc Lacey
722077
James Barrow
2 16
Jo Lendon
1
6 8
Claire Hatfield
2 12
Jenny or Graham Heath
722216
Margaret Hamer
722407
Maureen Clow
722000
Hilary Hymas
2 2 8
Joy Wilson
723687
Ruth Davies
2
Lesley Brown
724330
c/o Mayfair
722077
Nicola Daniels
722077
en Willis
28 1
Penny Bien
2 8
Wally Blake
724040
Jaki Moores
22
Carol Greswell
8
81 8
aye Smith
1
Heather Hathaway
22
c/o Mayfair
722077
Sally Clilverd
724224

dave udy1

googlemail com

anaireland 1 gmail com
churchstretton library shropshire gov uk
b glenmoar gmail com
patstokessmith hotmail com
sulesmackey btinternet com
martynlonghurst hotmail com
ann hurst 6

gmail com

mrterrydavies hotmail com
info scrappies org
d rae 62 gmail com
Annturner 12 hotmail com
kate playonperformingarts co uk
info lmsa org uk www lmsa org uk
coaching longmynd org
strettonplayers gmail com
dmbetton googlemail com
amie wrench

lineone net

ianpennington1
btinternet com
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
James taikowest com
olendon hotmail co uk
mail strataassociates co uk
heath knollcrest co uk strettontheatreandconcert net
(or Dawn Longmore 722328)
hilaryhymas

gmail com

daviescs btinternet com
u3asites.org.uk/churchstretton/contact
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
gordonwillis go plus net
sacwg shropscwgs org uk
gan a
btinternet com
marmaladieswi gmail com
kayerubetta smith btinternet com
allstrettonwi gmail com
(Mayfair) www.mayfaircentre.org.uk
sally strettonparish org uk

Additions and corrections to this list should be addressed to: The Editor, Stretton Focus, by email: editor@strettonfocus.co.uk

Church Stretton Town Councillors
Town Clerk: (vacancy) RFO: Beverley Clarke Office Hours: Monday to Friday 1
am 1 pm and 2
pm
Council Office: 6 High Street, Church Stretton SY6 6BY Tel: 2211 , Fa : 2 6 8 email: secretary churchstretton tc gov uk
South Ward
North Ward
Little Stretton Ward
Lyn Antill
07734 294909
Nicola Carter
07581 300498
Colin Carson
722784
Ryan Foulkes
07528 372471
Sheila Davies (Deputy Mayor) 723455
Julie Lawton
723750
Daniel Hartshorne
07802 610277
John Luck
725596
All Stretton Ward
Mark Morris
722741
Bob Welch
722998
Andy Munro (Mayor)
725554
Helen Stowell
07879 848168
Shropshire (Unitary) Councillors for the Area
David Evans
1 88 6 21
email: david evans shropshire gov uk
Hilary Luff
8
6 8
email: hilary luff shropshire gov uk
MP for Ludlow Constituency: Philip Dunne, 54 Broad St, Ludlow, SY8 1GP, 01584 872187.
StrettonDale Local Joint Committee (Details pending)
Responsibilities for Public Services
Domestic rubbish: Shropshire Council
0345 678 9007
Street cleaning: Shropshire Council
0345 678 9006
Electricity power failure:
105
Gas emergencies
0800 111999
Last collection at Family Shopper letter box Weekdays 6.00pm, Saturdays 12.00 noon, No collection Sundays and Bank Holidays
Some useful numbers
Medical Centre
Church Stretton School
722209
appointments and general enquiries 722127
St Lawrences C of E Primary School
722682
out of hours
111
Sports and Leisure Centre (Teme Leisure)
720051
NHS Choices
111
Church Stretton Library
722535
Ring and Ride
720025
South Shropshire Furniture Scheme
01584 877751
Shropshire Council (Shrewsbury)
0345 678 9000
Domestic Abuse Helpline: 0800 783 1359 - 24hr support
Visitor Information Centre and Shropshire Customer First Point: 723133
South Shropshire Housing Association: 0300 3031190 (Housing and Support)
Police - Non emergency only 101, Emergency 999
Local Police Team Message Service (not to be used for crime or emergencies): 1
26
or csca snt westmercia pnn police uk
Safer Neighbourhood Team (SNT): Inspector Nicola Roberts [223695]: Tel 101 ext 4630; Sergeant Kapil Pindoria [21284]: Tel 101 ext 66601
Police Community Support Officers (PCSOs):
Lisa Thomas [226064]: 07870 163208; David Baron [226417]: 07870 163156; Julia St-John Martin [224002]: 07870 163199
Neighbourhood Watch Crime stoppers: 8
111 Twitter: SouthShropCops
Police Station now closed, but there is a 24 hour telephone service there connected to another centre.
Support at Mayfair Community Centre - run by the Community for the Community 722077
For activities and support groups at Mayfair, please refer to the entries under ‘Clubs and Societies’ and to their advertisement.
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Stretton Directory: Index to Advertisers
Accommodation
see Hotels, B&B, Self Catering

Shropshire Sweep .................... 21
Stanton Sweeps ....................... 21

Accountants and Bookkeeping
James, Holyoak & Parker ......... 41
RLW Accountants ..................... 39

Clothes
Entertaining Elephants ............. 60

Architects, Town Planning
Batch Valley Design.................. 21
Christopher Roscoe Assocs ..... 21
Strata Associates ...................... 21
Bathrooms
see Kitchens, Bathrooms
Beauty, Slimming
see Hairdressers, Health, Beauty
Bed & Breakfast, Self Catering
see Hotels, B&B, Self Catering
Bookshop
Burway Books........................... 49
Builders, Plant & Equipment
A J Lewis Price ......................... 27
A Morgan .................................. 33
A.2.Z Construction .................... 29
Ben Homden............................. 33
David Spencer .......................... 29
E J & G J Groom ...................... 27
Farmer Plant Services .............. 27
Joe Drury .................................. 33
John Hammond ........................ 27
J Morris ................................. 33
Mark Terry................................. 29
Morris Maintenance .................. 29
Paul Tinsley .............................. 33
Period Window Restorations .... 33
Peter Tip’s Tipper...................... 29
Richard Sherratt Builders ......... 27
Ryder Home Improvements...... 29
SMM ......................................... 33
Cafés
see Restaurants, Cafés, Pubs
Calor Gas
A & B Smith .............................. 14
Cards and Gifts
Entertaining Elephants ............. 60
Stretton Print & Supplies .......... 39
Care - Homes and At Home
Bluebird Care.............................. 9
Carpenters & Joiners
E J & G J Groom ...................... 27
J R Callwood ............................ 27
John Hammond ........................ 27
Mark Terry................................. 29
Mike Webster............................ 53
Paul Forrester ........................... 29
Carpets
Abbey Carpets .......................... 50
Catteries and Kennels
see Pet Food, Pet Care
Chemist
Hillside Pharmacy ..................... 17
Child Care
Hilary’s Childcare...................... 41
Chiropodists
Caroline Crump ........................ 17
Crown Podiatry ......................... 17
Cleaning and House Care
Chris Sansom Pest Control ...... 17
Cleanrite Services .................... 17
In Depth Cleaning ..................... 21
Shaw Clean .............................. 21
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Coaches
Caradoc Coaches ..................... 13
Community Centre
Mayfair ........................................ 9
Computing, Graphic and Web
Design
Jason Gough ............................ 60
Nic Sansom .............................. 60
Stretton Internet ........................ 60
Webbe Technical Services ...... 60
Cycle Repairs
Go Cycling ................................ 50
Decorators
see Painters, Decorators
DIY & Hardware
Cyril Bason Hardware............... 44
Mynd DIY .................................. 44
Stretton DIY .............................. 44
The Door nocker Company .... 49
Domestic Appliances & Repairs
A & B Smith .............................. 14
Continental Fireplaces .............. 14
Norman Jones .......................... 14
Electrical Services, Lighting
AMP Electrical .......................... 44
Bo all’s Electrician.................... 44
Charles Ephraim ....................... 44
M C Electrical ........................... 44
Stephen Morgan ....................... 44
Estate Agents
Bluestone.................................. 34
Miller Evans .............................. 34
Samuel Wood ........................... 34
Wrights Estate Agents .............. 34
Financial Services & Insurance
Caleb Roberts........................... 41
Crown Wealth Management ..... 39
NFU Mutual .............................. 39
Philippa Gee ............................. 41
Wrights Yorkshire Building Soc. 41
Fine Art Restoration
Stretton Fine Art Restoration .... 49
Florist
John R Thomas ........................ 50
Shropshire Flower Company .... 50
Food, Delicatessen
Entertaining Elephants ............. 60
van doesburg’s ......................... 60
Funeral Arrangements
A S Morris and Son................... 13
South Shropshire Remembrance
Park .......................................... 13
Furniture Restoration
J R Callwood ............................ 27
Garage Services
Burway Garage......................... 13
Central Garage ......................... 13
MOT Clinic ................................ 13
Garden Design, Services,
Supplies
Ben Carter ................................ 23
Ben Homden............................. 33
Church Stretton Tree Surgery... 23
Farmer Plant Services .............. 27

Occasional Adverts not indexed

Integral Gardens ....................... 23
John Stephens Services ........... 23
Keith Warrington ....................... 23
Mike Russell Designs ............... 23
Paul Forrester ........................... 29
Paul Tinsley .............................. 33
Peter Tip’s Tipper...................... 29
Shropshire Lawn Co ................. 23
Stretton DIY .............................. 44
Unique Landscapes .................. 23
Whitehead Trees ...................... 23
Garden Machinery
Newington Garage.................... 13
Stretton DIY .............................. 44
Hairdressers, Health, Beauty
Anthony’s Hair Studio ................. 9
Health & Beauty Clinic ................ 9
Middletons .................................. 9
Shampers ................................... 9
Health, Therapies
see also Chiropodists &
Physiotherapists
Amanda Bedding ...................... 56
Birch Tree Re e ology ............. 53
Bodylogic Mobile Massage ....... 56
Cate Gowlett ............................. 53
Forever Living Products............ 56
Mandy Mason ........................... 53
Mayfair ........................................ 9
Hobbies
Burway Books........................... 49
The Prolific Crafter.................... 50
Home & Garden
Caradoc Charcoal..................... 50
The Door nocker Company .... 49
The Garden Room .................... 50
The Prolific Crafter.................... 50
Home Furnishings
Abbey Carpets .......................... 50
Louise Watney .......................... 49
Hotels, B&B and Self Catering
Eaton Manor ............................. 23
Mynd House ............................. 56
Willowbatch .............................. 23
House and Garden Clearance
Peter Tip’s Tipper...................... 29
Insurance
see Financial Services, Insurance
Keep Fit
see Health, Therapies, eep Fit
Kennels
Netley ennels ......................... 41
Kitchens, Bathrooms
A J Lewis Price ......................... 27
A.2.Z Construction .................... 29
County Tiles & Bathrooms ........ 27
Homefi .................................... 53
John Hammond ........................ 27
Lee Brown ................................ 53
Mark Terry................................. 29
Paul Forrester ........................... 29
Ryder Home Improvements...... 29
SMM ......................................... 33

Painters & Decorators
Andrew Webster ....................... 49
D R Tipton................................. 49
Don Hale................................... 49
DWS Property Services ............ 49
E B Jones ................................. 50
G H Jones & Son ...................... 50
Paul Forrester ........................... 29
Roger Lucas ............................. 50
Pest Control
Chris Sansom Pest Control ...... 17
Keith Warrington ....................... 23
Pet Food and Pet Care
John R Thomas ........................ 50
Pharmacy
Hillside Pharmacy ..................... 17
Physiotherapists
Chris Turner .............................. 17
Marion Murdoch........................ 17
Physio Pilates ........................... 17
Plumbers, Heating
Gary Paris................................. 56
Homefi .................................... 53
J Morris ..................................... 56
John Hammond ........................ 27
& J Davies Gas Services....... 53
Lee Brown ................................ 53
Morris Maintenance .................. 29
Peter Floyd ............................... 56
Ryder Home Improvements...... 29
SMM ......................................... 33
Whitfield Plumbing .................... 56
Whiting Heating ........................ 53
Printing, Copying, Photo
Products
Craven Design & Print .............. 39
Marshbrook Print ...................... 39
Stretton Print & Supplies .......... 39
Restaurants, Cafés, Pubs
Berry’s ...................................... 60
The Loft .................................... 60
Skip Hire
John Stephens Services ........... 23
Peter Tip’s Tipper...................... 29
Solicitors
FBC Manby Bowdler................. 14
PCB Solicitors........................... 14
Storage
Craven Self Storage ................. 33
Self Storage Containers ........... 33
Sweep
Shropshire Sweep .................... 21
Stanton Sweeps ....................... 21
Taxi
Longmynd Private Hire ............. 13
Tree Surgery
Church Stretton Tree Surgery... 23
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ANDREW WEBSTER
PAINTER AND DECORATOR
INTERIOR AND EXTERIOR
CITY and GUILDS TRAINED
OVER 40 YEAR'S EXPERIENCE
FIRST CLASS WORK GUARANTEED
AT VERY COMPETiTIVE RATES
TEL: 01694 724574
MOBILE: 07779 825908

D. R. TIPTON
Decorator

Tel: 01694 723862
Mob: 07946 323819

BURWAY
BOOKS

18 Beaumont Road, Church Stretton, SY6 6BN
Tel: 01694 723388, email: ros.ephraim@btconnect.com
Home Delivery Service available

Stretton Fine Art
Restoration
Oils, Watercolours,
Prints etc
Free quotations

4, High Street, Church Stretton, Shropshire, SY6 6BU
01694 720189
info@thedoorknockercompany.co.uk
www.thedoorknockercompany.co.uk
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We have a
comprehensive selection
of paintings for sale.
Phone to view without
obligation

01694 722057
49

E. B. JONES

G. H. JONES & SON

PAINTER & DECORATOR

Est. 1966

35 Years Experience
Interior & Exterior
All Work Guaranteed
Tel: Church Stretton 01694 724010

PAINTERS & DECORATORS

Telephone: Church Stretton
(01694) 722148
Mobile: 07808 670806

Roger Lucas
Painter
and
Decorator
01694 723237
07772 705856

ABBEY CARPETS
(Mark & Jane Brain)

12 Beaumont Rd. Church Stretton SY6 6BN
01694 722719 07527 886531
O er

rs e erience is our uali fi in uaran ee
Personal Service throughout
Home Choose Available
Saturday appointments by arrangement

Tuesday, Thursday and Friday 9.30 - 4pm
www.abbeycarpetsltd.co.uk
Email: jane@abbeycarpetsltd.co.uk
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Continued from page 43...
Introducing the Strettons Arts Forum
Purpose: to bring together representatives from the creative
arts (visual, audio, literary and performing arts generally)
for mutual support in advancing the creative arts for all the
community.
The Vision:
That everyone has access to inspiring, inclusive,
entertaining, educational and high quality cultural and arts
experiences, in diverse forms, that contributes to the benefit
of the local society and economy.
Aims:
to facilitate a coherent and integrated programme of
diverse arts events and activities, so that all have the
opportunity to participate;
to collaborate as a body to engage the public in high
quality entertaining and inspiring performances;

to raise the profile and increase the understanding of
the value of the arts and culture;
to encourage young people in their involvement and
participation in the arts sector;
to include options for visitors, care homes and to
support the mental health of all;
to seek relevant funding to resource the joined-up
provision of arts in the Strettons;
to adopt a safeguarding policy which is updated
annually and applied across all parts of the arts.
Membership:
Representatives of all visual, audio, literary and performing
arts societies in the Strettons.
The Forum has been formed and has started work. For
further information and enquiries, please contact by email:
Noel Beattie, noelbt8@talktalk.net

More on the Spring Poetry Event

A

t our Spring poetry event (earlier this year) we were delighted to hear the authors themselves read so
many enjoyable and thought-provoking poems on the theme of Light or Thank you. We printed
some in the May and June editions of Focus, but here are a few more examples on a variety of themes: conversion,
challenging mountain climbing, friendship and coping with lockdown.
I hope you enjoy these topical and thought-provoking poems as much as we did!
Ben Warren, Friends of Church Stretton Library
Aversion to conversion
Have you seen the light?
Did you receive a Revelation?
Was there a vision, an illumination
Like Paul’s epiphany?
Did you have a sudden realisation
of the TRUTH?
-------Keep it to yourself.
Don’t try to spread the word
to lost souls who are still seeking.
Don’t tell them what you’ve heard.
They need to find their own light,
which will not be the same as yours.
Janet Longstaff
The grade F section
(Editor’s note: Grade F sections of long distance hikes in the
Austrian Alps are ‘challenging scrambles with some element of
exposure’ )
For the experienced only, I am advised.
And the brambles of self-doubt snag at my feet.
Does this mean me? Am I good enough?
I look up, daunted. The rocky wall commands the landscape
and yet a route beckons.
I question my mission, but I have come too far to turn back.
Reassured that others have been before, inspired by the
wisdom gleaned from past pioneers.
There is only one way to claim the prize.

A firm footing, a stretch up, the first step tested, I climb.
Each footing, each hand hold evaluated.
I find security in crevices, each are hooks to hang my hopes
and aspirations.
Tightly gripping, rigid, mechanical at first, fear testing my
resolve.
And as it strikes, I freeze, am stuck. neither forwards or
back.
shackled, it is time to dig deep
Head up, don’t look down.
Inhale, to inspire, the driving force forwards. I can.
Exhale, to expire, releasing what weighs me down. I am.
Confidence grows, fear recedes, the grip eases
and pace quickens.
Footholds and hand holds now reveal the route like firefly
fairies.
And illumination brings clarity and flow,
A dance of stretch and balance.
A lightness of being.
Pausing, looking back the progress made with satisfaction.
Looking out for opportunity and synchronicity,
I trust
The final scramble, a sense of achievement I look out across
the landscape with a new perspective.
A pause, admire the view, catch my breath consult the map
Then, I continue on my journey, in the knowledge that I am
good enough.
And hope I shine a light for others on the path.
Grace Sandels
More poems overleaf...
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What is a Friend?

Lockdown 2: Coping

What is a friend?
So often overused on devices,
And even speaking about acquaintances,
It is an overused word.
But a true friend I ask you,
What is a friend?
A friend is
That you are always there,
When my hand is in the air,
I reach out for your hand
To get me out of hell,
So that I may reach heaven somewhere.
Your hand and mine connected,
That bridge of friendship cannot fall,
That moment when two souls aligned,
Like the stars in the high heaven,
Connecting, undimmed and shining,
Shining for the world to see
That common bond,
Strengthened by trust,
Strengthened by hope,
Strengthened by love,
These are what connects,
Connects us together,
Palm in palm,
I know you would do me no harm,
My friend
I know you are always there.
Luke Durnell

We can conquer fear,
while we see and hear,
while we still can sing
alone, while bells still ring,
talk on line or on the phone,
even dance, though all alone.

Church Stretton Library
Update

I

t’s July and with the Summer Term for schools
coming to an end, we will be kicking the summer
reading challenge off on 10th July. The challenge
is for children to read six books over the summer
holidays and this year it’s in partnership with the
WWF, making a ‘Really Wild Time’ of it. Look out
for more information and events and activities.
We also have our first Art Exhibition back in
July. We are looking forward to seeing the artwork
from Much Wenlock U3A Art Group, which opens
on Tuesday 12th July and will be available to see
during our opening hours.
Our opening times:
For the past year we have been operating on reduced
opening hours. However, we are hopeful that from
21st June our hours might change. You can check the
opening hours by looking at our website, calling us
on 01694 722535 or emailing us at Churchstretton.
library@shropshire.gov.uk

We could walk the woodlands still,
climb again a glorious hill
where so often I have heard
sweet Springtime singing of a bird,
the cuckoo, bringing better times.
I’ll be listening then, too rapt for rhymes.
Then let’s relax and know,
in sweetest memory’s glow,
each old girl or boy
can still feel some joy
with a lonely cup of tea,
for we’ll surely all be free
very soon…in Lockdown Three?
Jill Clark

Book Review by Julie from Church Stretton Library
The Last House on Needless Street by Catriona Ward
Published March 2021 by Viper
The Last House on Needless Street is a novel very much in the
style of Shirley Jackson. Protagonists Ted, Olivia, and Lauren
all live in one house, and intriguingly,
although they live interwoven lives, they
never interact, nor share the same space
simultaneously.
Catriona Ward deftly weaves three
disparate characters’ tales together and
commendably and very credibly gives
significant voice to the cat’s perspective,
who incidentally also enjoys reading the
Bible. Although a ‘dark’, psychological
tale, it is at its heart a very ‘human’ one.
It evokes a wealth of emotions in the
reader: sadness, compassion, animosity,
and curiosity, the last of which she
beautifully resolves in the novel’s culmination. Unusually perhaps,
Ward provides an afterword which helps to explain the inspiration
behind the characters of Ted, Olivia and Lauren and their lives
spent within the confines of their house on Needless Street. It is a
powerful and extremely moving novel, which is simply superb.
The above book can be ordered through the Shropshire Library Service.
Alexis Seaborne
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LEE BROWN PLUMBING AND HEATING
GAS, NATURAL AND LPG, DOMESTIC AND COMMERCIAL CATERING ENGINEERS

GAS AND BOILER SERVICING, INSTALLATIONS AND BREAKDOWNS
COOKERS AND FIRES
GAS SAFETY CERTIFICATES
LANDLORD SAFETY CERTIFICATES
SMALL PLUMBING WORK ALWAYS UNDERTAKEN
UNVENTED CYLINDERS, POWER FLUSHING
ENERGY EFFICIENCY AND
WATER REGULATIONS
TEL: 01694 724429
MOBILE: (DAYTIME): 07870 754201
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A Touch of Glamour

E

very Church Stretton resident knows their local shops
and businesses intimately. Or do they? For several
years now new opportunities offered by the internet
have enabled many people with ideas and passions to
become micro-businesses that would have been impossible
to launch just a few years ago. These operate under the
radar of the more familiar shops and offices we pass on our
town centre visits, and we discover them, generally, only by
word of mouth or by accident as we trawl the internet for
something else. One such is Vintage and Glamour (China
Hire), run by Rachel Adshead.

Rachel’s mother is a Stretton girl who grew up on
the Long Mynd with her parents, two sisters and a
brother, where the family garden opened onto the hill.
Rachel’s holidays were spent on the Long Mynd with her
grandparents, playing in streams, having picnics and making
dens with her three younger sisters. A ‘Famous Five’ kind
of childhood. Rachel says, “Our Christmases were magical
with loads of snow, and sometimes we were snowed in. I am
so lucky to have such special memories of my childhood.”
Rachel’s grandmother was a keen gardener, even though
the location must have made that challenging at times,
and could identify every plant by their Latin names. Her
grandparents are gone now, but several family members still
live in Church Stretton, and Rachel’s uncle lives in the Long
Mynd family home. Her father was from Staffordshire and
the family settled there for a number of years when Rachel
was a child. On leaving school, her first job was in a florist’s
shop, an occupation she loved. “I was a bit lost when the
shop closed,” she says, “and felt very unsettled, so when
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the opportunity to return to live in Church Stretton with
family arose when I was 23, I jumped at it!”
Work in a department store followed, and then a
teaching assistant post in a primary school, which she found
very satisfying. However, she remained unsettled and a
pattern of different jobs left her feeling that she needed to
take more control over her working life.
One of her hobbies throughout this part of her life,
no doubt owing to the influence of her grandmother, was
gardening, so she began by taking small jobs such as lawn
cutting and weeding for people in her spare time. Slowly she
built up a small business, taking on cleaning, baby-sitting,
dog sitting, cooking, looking after clients’ homes while they
were away and even a small amount of care work. She called
the business Helping Hands. During this time she also raised
her daughter, who has recently graduated from university.
Rachel says, “I’m also a big fan of walking, especially in
mountain areas. I conquered Kilimanjaro two years ago, a
feat of which I’m very proud. I’ve climbed all the mountains
in Wales, and been up Ben Nevis. I’m an adventurer at
heart.”
A pandemic and its resulting fallout of lockdowns put
paid to much of what Rachel loves to do. She explains, “I
had a lot of elderly clients who decided that it was too risky
for my work with them to continue. This left me with time
on my hands so I began thinking about all the china I’ve
collected over the years and that maybe this provided a new
challenge! My Nan would make a separate little pot of Earl
Grey tea just for herself and would serve it in a delicate china
cup and saucer.”
This left Rachel with a love of pretty china, which she’s
been collecting from charity and antique shops for many
years, together with the gifts that friends have given her,
knowing of her passion. She now has over 100 sets of cups
and saucers as well as cake plates, teapots, cake stands (some
of which she’s made myself ) and much more.
The final push in making the decision to turn her
hobby into a business was a village hall afternoon vintage tea
party, the first outing for much of the china collection. Her
daughter, sisters, nieces and aunt helped. Rachel says, “It was
great. My nieces were waitressing, my aunt made the flower
arrangements and my sisters washed up!”
The pandemic has given Rachel time to make plans,
beginning with a website that a friend created for her at
www.vintageandglamour.co.uk.
“We all need something to look forward to just now,”
Rachel explains, “and I needed to focus on something. I
think it’s important to stay positive and think about a future
when we can celebrate happy events again.” Now, Vintage
and Glamour rents out sets of beautiful, vintage china for
all sorts of parties and events and even for small, private tea
parties.
The shock of a pandemic might seem to be a terrible
time to build a business that depends on socialising, but
a slow development, and the luxury of time to iron out
problems, can be beneficial. Rachel realised that she could
add value for her customers as well as adding to her revenue
stream by offering to set out the china, dress tables, then take
her china away to wash after the event, all for a small extra
fee. She’s currently looking for a caterer with whom she can
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work in partnership so, dear reader, if you know of such a
candidate, please let Rachel know.
I asked her if she’d found any valuable pieces. She said,
“To be honest I couldn’t tell you. I buy pieces because
they’re pretty and cheap and because they have a story
to tell. I get a thrill going into a charity shop to see what
treasure I can find.”
Rachel says that she would love to be supplying china
for events and gatherings full time. She’s well aware that we
are living in strange times and that people are still very wary
of gathering together, but she’s optimistic, enthusiastic and
hopeful. “I’d love to employ my own little team, travelling
around Shropshire in a Vintage and Glamour camper van!”
she says. “It’s got to be a vintage one though! Old fashioned
just like me!”

Rachel’s story tells us all that even the most challenging
of times presents opportunities and that, with boldness and
a little imagination, there’s little that a budding entrepreneur
can’t accomplish.
Christine Williams
Co-editor, Stretton Focus

Brotherhood and Understanding

A

Canadian cousin of mine sent me this writing. It may
help us all to understand different cultures, and
therefore help us to live together more kindly.

Brotherhood and Understanding: Thoughts by Chief
Dan George
I am a native North American. In the course of my life I
have lived in two distinct cultures.
I was born into a culture that lived in communal
houses. My grandfather’s house was 80 feet long; it was
called a smoke house and it stood down by a beach along
the inlet. All my grandfather’s sons and their families lived
in this large dwelling. Their sleeping apartments were
separated by blankets made of bulrush reeds. But one
open fire in the middle served the cooking needs for all.
In houses like these, throughout our tribe, people learned
to live with one another; they learned to serve one another
and they learned to respect the rights of one another. Our
children shared the thoughts of the adult world and found
themselves surrounded by aunts and uncles and cousins who
loved them. My father was born in such a house and learned
from infancy how to love people and be at home with them.
And beyond this acceptance of one another there was
a deep respect for everything in nature that surrounded
them. My father really loved the earth and all its creatures.
The earth was his second mother. The earth and everything
it contained was a gift from See-see-am … and the way to
thank this great spirit was to use his gifts with respect.
I remember, as a little boy, fishing with him up Indian
Arm and I can still see him as the sun rose above the
mountain top in the morning … I can see him standing by
the water’s edge with his arms raised above his head while he
softly cried …
“Thank You. Thank You.”
It left a deep impression on my young mind. And I shall
never forget his disappointment when once he caught me
gaffing for fish “just for the fun of it”.
“My son,” he said, “the Great Spirit gave you those fish
to be your brothers, to feed you when you are hungry. You
must respect them. You must not kill them just for the fun
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of it.” This, then, was the culture I was born into and for
some years the only one I really knew or tasted. This is why
I find it hard to accept many of the new things I see around
me.
I see people living in smoke houses hundreds of
times bigger than the one I knew, but these people in one
apartment do not even know the people in the next and care
less about them.
It is also difficult for me to understand the deep hate
that exists among people. It is hard to understand a culture
that justifies the killing of millions in the past wars and is,
at the very moment, preparing to drop bombs to kill even
greater numbers. It is hard for me to understand a culture
that spends more on wars and weapons to kill than it does
on education and welfare to help and develop jobs for
mankind.
It is hard for me to understand how men not only hate
and fight their brothers, but even attack nature and abuse
her. I see my white brother going about blotting out nature
from his cities … I see him strip the hills bare, leaving ugly
wounds on the face of mountains. I see him tearing things
from the bosom of mother earth as though she were a
monster who refused to share her treasures with him. I see
him throw poisons in her waters, indifferent to the life he
kills, and he chokes the air with deadly fumes.
I know that my white brother does many things well,
but I wonder if he has ever really learned how to love.
Perhaps he loves the things that are his own but has never
learned to love the things outside and beyond him. This
is not love at all! For man must love all creation or he will
love none of it. It is the power of love that makes him the
greatest of them all … for he alone of all animals is capable
of love.
My friends, how desperately do we need to be loved
and to love. When Christ said that man does not live by
bread alone, He spoke of a hunger. This hunger was not
the hunger of the body … it was not the hunger for bread.
He spoke of a hunger that begins in the very depths of man
… a hunger for love. Love is something you and I must
Continued overleaf...
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ALL PLUMBING JOBS
PLUMBING

CALL PETER FLOYD
(30 YEARS EXPERIENCE)
RELIABLE SERVICE, REASONABLE PRICES

07885 585849
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Locally based
Plumber
General maintenance work
25+ years experience
Saniflo Engineer (separate
rates apply)
No job too small
£25.00 first hour/part
£20.00 per hour thereafter
Can price by job if over 1 day

Call GARY PARIS
01584 861844
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have. We must have it because our spirit feeds upon it. We
must have it because without it we become weak. Without
love our self-esteem weakens. Without it our courage fails.
Without love we can no longer look out confidently at
the world … Instead, we turn inwardly and begin to feed
upon our own personalities and little by little we destroy
ourselves.
You and I need the strength and joy that comes from
knowing that we are loved. With it we are creative. With
it we march tirelessly. With it, and it alone, we are able to
sacrifice for others. There have been many times when we all
wanted so desperately to feel a reassuring hand upon us …
there have been lonely times when we wanted a strong arm
around us … I cannot tell you how deeply I miss my wife’s
presence when I return home from a trip. Her love was my
greatest joy, my strength, my greatest blessing.
I am afraid my culture has little to offer yours. But my
culture did praise friendship and companionship. It did not
look on privacy as a thing to be clung to, for privacy builds
up walls and walls promote distrust.
My culture lived in big family communities, and from
infancy people learned to live with others.
My culture did not prize the hoarding of private
possessions; in fact, to hoard was a shameful thing among

my people. The Indian [word from source – Ed.] looked on
all things in nature as belonging to him and he expected to
share them with others and to take only what he needed.
Everyone likes to give as well as to receive. No one
wishes only to receive all the time. We have taken much
from your culture; I wish you had taken something from
ours, for there are some beautiful and good things in it.
Soon it will be too late to know my culture, for integration
is upon us and soon we will have no values but yours.
Already so many of our young people have forgotten the
old ways. And many have been ashamed of their Indian [sic]
ways by scorn and derision. My culture is like a wounded
stag that has crawled away into the forest to bleed and die
alone.
The only thing that can truly help us is genuine love.
You must truly love us, be patient with us and share with
us. And we must love you with a genuine love that forgives
and forgets ... a love that forgives the terrible sufferings
your culture brought ours when it swept over us like a wave
crashing along a beach ... with a love that forgets and lifts
up its head and sees in your eyes an answering look of trust
and understanding.
Sourced by Ken Willis

Rotary News

human rights groups and social media users. There have
been hundreds of deaths and injuries across Palestine and
thousands of people have been displaced by the violence.
UNICEF stated that more than 50% of all Gazans lived
below the poverty line even before the pandemic.
In April 2021 50% of essential drugs were out of stock.
In May 2021 a devastating bombardment began leaving 200
people killed, including at least 59 children and over 1,300
injured. The current crisis is happening in a region already
suffering from instability and wide-reaching humanitarian
problems. There is no aspect of life in Gaza that isn’t in need
of serious humanitarian assistance, including clean water,
food, hygiene and medical care.
The above facts are from the following sources – Office
for Co-ordination of Humanitarian Affairs, United Nations
Relief Work Agency, World Food Programme and BBC.
Derek Smith

Church Stretton Rotary won’t ignore the needs of Gazans

R

otary International is a global humanitarian
organisation that finds ways to improve the quality
of people’s lives. Rotary in Church Stretton has
donated £500 to help those battling with the destruction of
their homes, loss of loved ones and lack of medical supplies
to fight a raging pandemic.

Photo by Adel Hana from Associated Press
The scenes of escalating violence have led to
international protest in cities from London to Michigan
and condemnation from academics, political figures,
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Recipe of the Month
Strawberry cheesecake

T

his is a dessert which screams that summer
has arrived and it deserves to be eaten
al fresco with friends. This unbaked
cheesecake recipe was given to me by a work
colleague and friend a few years ago and is good
to have in your armoury as the white chocolate
means that no gelatine is required to set your
cheese mixture. It is also simplicity itself to
prepare.
I confess to finding this version rather sweet
now and think it would benefit from substituting
some natural yogurt of choice in place of
some of the cream (although my daughter is
dumbfounded by my even voicing such a sin).
I’ve yet to test out my theory. The cheese mixture
itself can be readily adapted to include all cream
cheese or by replacing the mascarpone with
cottage cheese. You can use full fat cream cheese
or a lighter version. The biscuit base is also very
versatile and could be digestives or hobnobs (with
or without chocolate), chocolate chip, ginger or
whatever takes your fancy.
This is a pud that can be varied many ways to
suit your mood or the season by simply changing
the fruit. I rather fancy making it with blueberries
and lemon zest and now I come to think about it,
cooked rhubarb might be worth playing with here
too – the tartness would complement the sweet
filling. The mint is my addition which I feel sets
off the strawberries nicely.
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Ingredients
200g biscuits crushed
75g unsalted butter melted
250g Mascarpone cheese
250g cream cheese
½ tsp vanilla extract – optional
Zest of 1 lemon
400g strawberries
300ml double cream whipped to soft peaks
200g white chocolate melted
Handful finely chopped fresh mint – optional
Method
Mix crumbed biscuits and melted butter together and press into base
of 23cm springform tin, don’t take it up the sides though. Chill while
making the filling.
Mix together the mascarpone and cream cheese and stir in lemon zest
and vanilla if using. The original recipe adds ½ tsp caster sugar here
but I feel it is unnecessary.
Halve, from top to bottom, enough strawberries to fit around the
circumference of the tin then chop the remainder and add the
chopped bits to the cheese mixture.
Stir in the melted chocolate and finally add the whipped cream. Fold
all together.
Spread a shallow layer onto chilled biscuit base – enough to stand
the cut strawberries up. Press these all around the outside of the tin.
Carefully pour the remaining mixture into the tin to fill the void
between the strawberries before covering them over carefully.
Chill for at least three hours before scattering the mint on top,
releasing the spring and revealing your masterpiece.
Heidi
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Occasional adverts are
not indexed

Church Stretton & District Rail Users’ Association
New train ticket vending machines at the station
The ticket vending facilities at Church Stretton railway
station have recently been upgraded.
When Transport for
Wales, the operators of
the Marches Line, advised
Church Stretton & District
Rail Users’ Association
that the unreliable ticket
machine on Platform 1
was due for replacement,
the Association made a
request for an additional
ticket machine on Platform
2. At the same time they
also asked for the ticket
machine on Platform 1 to
be repositioned from its
east-facing orientation in
order that the screen could
be clearly read in direct
The new ticket machine
sunlight.
on Platform 2
Both of the Association’s
requests were granted and there is now a new modern
ticket machine on both platforms. Very usefully, the new
machines, which are positioned facing northwards away
from direct sunlight, can accept a variety of payment
methods, including credit cards, contactless payments and
smartcards.
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Over the years your local rail users’ association
has provided a useful liaison role with the train service
operators, and as a constituent member of the Marches Rail
Users’ Alliance, currently benefits from a close relationship
with Transport for Wales.
In normal times the Rail Users’ Association hosts two
public meetings a year and issues two Newsletters in March
and September.
New members are always welcome. You can get in touch
with the Association via its website www.strettonrailusers.
org.uk or by email contact with Alison Bradley, the
membership secretary, at membership@strettonrailusers.org.
uk or by telephone on 01694 722138.
Ian Dormor, Honorary Secretary CSRUA

The payment panel offers a choice of methods
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Jason Gough
computing services

Hardware Software
Consultancy
Repairs Installation Support
For Business and Home users
Over 2 Year’s E perience in the IT Industry

Contact Jason Gough on 01694 724752
Email: jason.gough@jg-compservices.com

Berry’s
17 High Street
Church Stretton
01694 724452
www.berryscoffeehouse.co.uk
Everything is home-made: breakfasts, hot and cold
meals, snacks, cream teas, cakes, children's menu.
Courtyard; fully licensed; dog-friendly; private room
for up to 12 people by prior arrangement.
Open every day from 9 am to 5 pm
Tripadvisor Travellers’ Choice* 2020
* in global top 10% of restaurants
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